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La Mama down but not out…yet

I

Is it almost curtains for Melbourne’s—and Australia’s—iconic theatre incubator?

ronically, the recent revelation that La

about $34 000 a year. VicHealth has also

Mama had lost its triennial Australia

extended its audience access grant of

worried about its budget, but the present

Council Theatre Board grant and been

$60 000 annually to the end of 2008.

tight times particularly affect smaller

told its future funding was not guaranteed,

The Age’s Arts writer Alison Croggan

came at the same time as an announcement

pointed out that the Theatre Board is

that the Victorian Government has increased

searching for ways to stretch an increasingly

its annual grant to what it described as ‘this

tight budget across an increasingly active

crucible of Australian theatre’ by 20 per cent

theatre sector. ‘Arts

—up $35 000 to $200 000.

funding is not

The bewildered La Mama artistic

indexed, and this

director Liz Jones told The Age: ‘They were

means that the

virtually the same submissions, but they led

average grant for a

to very different conclusions. Arts Victoria

small-to-medium

was as taken aback as I was at the Australia

company has, in real

Council’s decision.’

terms, fallen by 24

Jones said the Theatre Board had two

per cent since 1998.

complaints—that La Mama’s submission was

‘Melbourne is

not ‘strategically relevant’ and that the

experiencing a theatre

company’s reserves were too low. ‘The

renaissance, with a

Council’s expectation that companies have

plethora of

20 per cent of their annual turnover in

independent companies

reserves is unrealistic for a small company.

producing exciting

I feel good that we have reserves of about

work, and the

$30 000 out of a turnover of more than

revamped Malthouse

$600 000,’ she said, adding, ‘La Mama has

opening up spaces

never been in debt in its 40 years of existence.’

for younger artists,’

And what about ‘strategic relevance’?
‘I would have thought that was obvious,’

she says.
‘This renaissance

Jones said. ‘There’s nothing like La Mama

is in large part due to

anywhere else in the country.’

La Mama itself. It is a

The Australia Council has granted La
Mama $172 000 for 2007, and has expressed
optimism that triennial funding would be
resumed once the ‘problems’ were resolved.
Fortunately funding from other sources
has increased, too. The Melbourne City
Council has granted the company indexed
triennial funding, which now stands at

crucial incubator of
new talent, which often
moves on to larger
stages elsewhere, both
locally and overseas.
To cut La Mama is to
cut Melbourne
theatre off at the feet.

‘Every theatre—from the MTC down—is

companies, which are the engines of
innovation in any culture.’
Melbourne University senior theatre
lecturer Denise Varney described the

*

really have a product that they want. Local

La Mama, and the box office income is

to give voice to the aspirations of theatre

artists who work at La Mama (and see it as

management is still ‘very confused’ about

theatre is about giving people a voice for

allocated to the participants.

makers from diverse backgrounds. Perhaps,

their only avenue available today to present

hole for non-commercial, interesting,

what the Council wanted it to prove. ‘Our

their concerns and an open, non-aggressive

experimental theatre.

theatre would never be commercial. We

performance space.

possible loss of La Mama as ‘incalculable’.
She told The Leader: ‘It would leave a big

‘There has to be a place for the risky and

According to Liz Jones, La Mama’s

are not the kind of company that would
attract corporate sponsorship; we don’t

unpredictable on the stage.’

‘There’s not much money in it.’

n

See La Mama IS Melbourne below.

La Mama’s contribution to the

if the Australia Council’s Theatre Board

their work before an audience) then La

development of the Australian theatre over

members and their staff not only listened to

Mama might not be in the parlous financial

the past 40 years has been profound.

the opinion of cultural peers, but also

situation that the Australia Council’s Fair

solicited responses from the actual creative

Notice protocol has placed it.

On the strength of the recent production

n

of Plain Air it is still playing an integral role

Occupation: Comedian
It’s one hundred years since the death of ‘the Father of the Australian Theatre’.

T

he centenary of the death of
George Selth Coppin was marked
on 2 December 2006 at the Old

Colonists’ Homes at Rushall Park, Fitzroy
North, founded by Coppin in 1869 as a retreat
for elderly Victorians and ‘decayed’ actors.
Resident, Graeme Moore, well known as
an actor and director, organised a special
presentation of scenes from Garrie
Hutchinson’s play Occupation: Comedian,
which was first seen at the Carlton
Courthouse Theatre in 1990. Graeme
portrayed Coppin, with Yvonne McAll as

A scene from Plain Air at La Mama

his first ‘wife’, Mrs Maria Watkins Burroughs
(and sundry other characters). Eve Allardice

La Mama IS Melbourne

played the piano interludes.
‘Coppin was not just the Father of

Actor and director Malcolm Robertson, himself a veteran of many La Mama productions,
reflects on the theatre’s current crisis.

I

Australian theatre,’ said Graeme, ‘he was
also the “daddy” of a lot of other things—a
member of parliament, president of the

n La Mama’s annual ‘Explorations’

presentation, Plain Air could be described as

over recent years, and that the company’s

Carlton Football Club, a publican, a

season this year a group of students

‘artless’. By the standards of audience

financial reserves did not meet the Australia

businessman and entrepreneur, and he had

from Noble Park Adult Multicultural

involvement and contemporary relevance,

Council’s guidelines.

an enormous impact on the development of

Services presented their group-devised play

Plain Air was peerless. The six performers

Plain Air, under the direction of their

brought vibrantly alive the indestructible

faces the termination of Australia Council

facilitator, Gorkem Acaroglu.

spirit of human endeavour and compassion

funding at the end of 2007 if it doesn’t address

(well, three times if you count his de facto

in their search for ‘a safe home’.

these concerns.

relationship with Mrs Watkins), founded

Mary-Ann Robinson, writing in the
publication Real Time (April-May 2001) stated:

With infectious humour and the wisdom

In practical terms, this means La Mama

As yet there has been little evidence that

the colony of Victoria.
‘He built six theatres, married twice

Sorrento, made three fortunes and lost two—

‘The ongoing significance of Melbourne’s La

to eschew the didactic, they catalogued the

the views of the artists, playwrights and

and much else. And of course he founded

Mama is that it offers a pace, an infrastructure

travails refugees face when they arrive in

technicians who work at La Mama have

the Old Colonists’ Homes.

and finances which allow risk. The busy

this country. In their individual stories they

been sought.

season of “Explorations” reflects audience

projected hope—hope for their future and,

interest in—and support for—such work.’

within the audience which viewed their play,

years ago she inaugurated a unique approach to

comedian. Despite the eminence he

hope for our country’s future, strengthened

the artistic direction of the company that has

achieved, it always stated on his passport

by the amazing optimism these people

been continued by Liz Jones. Anyone who had

“Occupation: Comedian”. He was proud of

projected.

a project they desperately wanted to ‘get on’

this description, even though he was always

could find a home at La Mama. Betty’s only

trying to leave the stage.’

The production of Plain Air exemplified
the pertinent comments of Mary-Ann Robinson.
Six recent refugees from Africa, China,
Afghanistan, Vietnam, and Kosovo retold

In late September La Mama received

their stories of leaving their native countries

notification from the Australia Council that

and the difficulties they faced on their flight

it had been placed on ‘Fair Notice’ and their

to Australia, not able to communicate or

annual grant had been limited to one further

read English, and of their tentative

year due to the concerns about La Mama’s

integration into a foreign culture. By normal
theatrical standards of play structure and
Page 2

‘But Coppin was also what he had

When Betty Burstall opened La Mama 40

stipulation was: ‘It should not be a drawing room

trained to be back in England—a “low”

When Graeme, Yvonne and Eve
performed to a packed audience in Rushall

comedy.’

Park’s heritage Sumner Hall on 2 December,

Graeme Moore and Yvonne McAll portray

means there is no financial risk to the

they were watched over by a striking portrait

Coppin and Mrs Watkins; George Coppin

performance that hadn’t taken notice of the

producer, director, playwright and other

of Coppin.

looks on.

changes in the Melbourne theatre environment

creative staff of any production presented at

More importantly, this artistic policy

ON STAGE

He would have been delighted.
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Thanks for the memory

T

(No.47), recorded on 16 January, was
broadcast by 2GB on 12 February 1947.

Peter Burgis tunes in to a forgotten radio playhouse.

he Australian radio industry

tongue, both live and breathe through

emerged from the Second World

every word, every note of it...’
At about the same time in

War in a reasonably healthy state.

Prior to the outbreak of war in September

Sydney the Macquarie Broadcasting

1939 there were 121 radio stations on air

Service was launching Musical Comedy

(23 ABC and 98 commercial) with an

Theatre, a series of 57 programs which
was first broadcast at 9pm on

audience of 1 127 423.

Wednesday, 27 March 1946, from all

Six years later, at the end of the war,

states except Western Australia. The

there were 129 Stations (29 ABC and 100

final program (No.57) was heard in May

commercial) with 1 467 969 listeners.

1947 (later in some regions).

The war years were surprisingly kind to

An Artransa radio transcription

music lovers, providing a generous helping
of musical broadcasts. Among many high

catalogue describes Musical Comedy Theatre

quality shows were The Village Glee Club,

as a self-contained musical variety half-

The Youth Show, Army on Parade, Humphrey

hour featuring 57 of the world’s best loved

Bishop Presents, Hymns for the People, Calling

musical comedies in story presentation,

the Stars, Australia’s Amateur Hour, Leave

with the songs from each show interspersed

Pass, The 3DB Minstrels, Out of the Bag and

throughout the episode.
Programs were recorded at 2GB

Ye Old Time Music Hall, most of which

studios, usually on a Wednesday (25 times)

were heard nationally.

or a Thursday (23 times). Saturday was

There were 26 commercial
production houses, based mainly in

used on eight occasions and one show took

Sydney and Melbourne, catering to

place on a Monday. There was no

the expanding need for local drama,

audience—all applause, laughter, and

comedy, variety and quiz programs.

audience murmuring came from a sound

Has anybody here
seen Nellie?

effects library.

Towards the end of 1945 planning

show was recorded on a double-sided

The cast assembled at 9am and were
usually on their way home by 1pm. Each

commenced on two new radio musicals

16-inch diameter 33rpm radio disc,

which went to air in early 1946. In

recorded by Macquarie, processed at the

Melbourne Melba was created by Hector

Australian Record Company (ARC)

and Dorothy Crawford.

factory, and marketed and distributed by

Made up of 52 half-hour episodes,

Artransa Pty Ltd (a sister company of

which was sufficient to run one year on a

Macquarie).

weekly basis, it was heard from February in

Disc running time was about 28

all states.

minutes (14 minutes per side), allowing two

Press advertising revealed that ‘The

minutes for advertisements.

speaking voice of Melba was Patricia
Kennedy, with Karen Wilson singing as

The melodies linger on

Melba in her bobby-sox days, with Glenda

Which shows were chosen?
The 57 programs covered the time span

Raymond playing the grown-up Melba,

W

WW
W
W W

Tempo magazine reported that Dearest Enemy

W
W

Everybody sing
Musical Comedy Theatre employed a diverse

W

number of their appearances:
The large roster of singers is partly
explained by the need to find the right

W

W

veterans like Queenie Ashton, William
and Marie Bremner, to bright new hopefuls
like Geoffrey Moore, June Mendoza and
Joyce Hoodless.

were not always available due to other

W

commitments. Rotating the singers may also

W

have been a ploy to ensure fresh and
vigorous performances.
There is an internal Production Report

WW

for program No.16, including a Producer’s

Also enlisted were artists whose careers
had been put on hold by the war, such as
John Cameron, Ron Dowd, Pauline
Garrick and Ronal Jackson.
In all, the 57 episodes employed 55
singers (29 men and 26 women), with seven
to eight vocalists working on each show.
The mainstays of the series were
Norma Beattie, Mollie Grouse, Jack
Lumsdaine, Queenie Ashton, Harry
Grunden and Cliff O’Keefe. Grunden and
O’Keefe were foundation members of The
Big Four vocal team (founded in the early
1920s); joined by Albert Franks and Eddie
Jordan, they acted as the chorus and

Report which helps explain why occasionally

W
W
W

an artist was not re-engaged:
Miss Hook of Holland

Here is a list of these singers, and the
Albert Miller (2)

Mollie Grouse (17)

Betty Spicer (2)

Jack Lumsdaine (15)

Tom Toby (2)

Queenie Ashton (14) Reg Willoughby (2)
James Wilson (8)

Valda Bagnall (1)

Marie Bremner (8)

Lillian Beaman (1)

Gwen Parsons (7)

Joan Boots (1)

Joyce Hoodless (6)

Margaret Carr (1)

Valerie Ryan (6)

Bernard Don (1)

George Brown (5)

Virginia Elliott (1)

John Cameron (5)

Heather Gale (1)

Albert Chappelle (5)

Tom Galis (1)

Alan Ferris (5)

Lesley Gates (1)

Willa Hokin (5)

Knox Godfrey (1)

Gladys Lewis (5)

Wilfred Johns (1)

Murray Lewis (5)

Paul Kain (1)

‘A’ Studio Date: 15.6.1946

WW

W
W

WW W

W
W
W
WW

Time: Pt 1 (14.30); Pt 2 (14.30)

W

Walter Pym (Narrator)	

£5.0.0

Marie Bremner (Sally)	

£6.0.0

John Willard (Van Vuyt/Paap) £5.0.0
Jack Lumsdaine (Schnapps)

W
W

W

provided occasional solos.
Norma Beatty (21)

radio people often worked on several
different shows each day which meant they

team of singers, ranging from seasoned
Perryman ( Jill’s father), Albert Chappelle

voice and personality for each role. Top

W
W

W WW W
W W
W

W

W

W
W

Queenie Ashton (Minna)	

£5.0.0

Albert Fisher & Orchestra

£79.19.6

Harry Grunden & Big Four

£28.0.0

Carl Louer (Presentation)	

£3.0.0

E. Mason Wood (Producer)

£5.0.0

Total			
£138.19.6

W

W

£2.0.0

Producer’s Report: It will be advisable to
forget John Willard. He is an excellent
singer but does not learn his solos properly
and curses his mistakes.


Signed: E. Mason Wood
The report shows that John Willard

sang and cursed his way through ‘Tra-LaLa’, ‘Soldiers of The Netherlands’ and ‘The

W Sleepy Canal’, the latter being a duet with
W Marie Bremner, who sang ‘Little Miss
W Wooden Shoes’ and ‘Cream of the Sky’ as

W
W
W

solos. Queenie Ashton presented ‘A Little
Pink Petty from Peter’ and was joined by

W
W

Jack Lumsdaine for ‘A Bottle of Brandy and

W

a Siphon of Soda Water’. The Big Four sang
the opening ‘Cheese Chorus’ and provided

and the adult Melba, queen of the world’s

1886–1934, with 34 shows being pre-First

Geoffrey Moore (4)

Margaret Kerr (1)

song, sung by Stella Power’.

World War. The earliest was Dorothy and

Lorenzo Nolan (4)

Nancy Kerr (1)

the most recent Anything Goes. (The list of

John Willard (4)

Laurie Larsen (1)

Melbourne Herald: ‘If you ever knew Melba

the musical comedies, showing episode

Ron Dowd (3)

June Mendoza (1)

in her habit as she lived, I will defy you to

number, title, date recorded, year first

Ronal Jackson (3)

Anne Mills (1)

hear without tears, the radio story of her

produced either in the United Kingdom or

Audrey Longman (3) Bill Perryman (1)

life… Melba, the voice that lifts you on

the United States of America is on page 6.)

Lorna Ellis (2)

Ereach Riley (1)

Jean Arantz (2)

Al Royal (1)

Stars of ‘Musical Comedy Theatre’ included

Elsa Stenning (1)

where he worked until his death in 1948,

(from top) Marie Bremner, Queenie Ashton

aged 52.

Radio critic Alan Dawes wrote in the

Each of the first 52 episodes was

wings of song somewhere beyond Cloud
Cuckoo Land, and the Nellie Mitchell that

The producer of Musical Comedy Theatre,

usually broadcast about four weeks after

Pauline Garrick (2)

scarifies you with the rough side of her

E. Mason Wood.

the recording session. As an example,

Bill Gates (2)

Page 4
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W

W
W

the finale.

WW
WW

and Walter Pym.

W

W W W

Jack Lumsdaine (born in Casino, NSW,
1895) was a key member of the MCT team.
He entered vaudeville in 1911 served in
World War I, started composing about
1920, appeared as ‘The Radio Rascal’ on
2BL/2FC until he joined 2GB in 1932

Jack recorded for EMI in Sydney from
1926 to 1943, his vocals being of the

Summer 2007
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Pets of the Public

What, where and when
Musical in order
of radio production

Date
Year first
recorded produced

1 Sally

6.2.46

1920 (USA)

2

The Lilac Domino

7.3.46

1914 (USA)

3

The Belle of New York 13.3.46

1897 (USA)

4

The Cingalee

20.3.46

1904 (UK)

5

A Country Girl

27.3.46

1902 (UK)

6

The Merry Widow

3.4.46

1907 (UK)

10.4.46

1913 (USA)

8

The Chocolate Soldier 17.4.46

1909 (USA)

9

The Girls of Gottenburg 27.4.46

1907 (UK)

7 High Jinks

10 Our Miss Gibbs

1.5.46

1909 (UK)

11 Véronique

8.5.46

1904 (UK)

12 Going Up

15.5.46

1917 (USA)

13 The Firefly

22.5.46

1912 (USA)

14 The Little Michus

29.5.46

modest £2.0.0 per broadcast was that he

gas attack while serving in France. His

was a staff member of 2GB and was

large output of popular songs included

already on salary.

‘Wodonga’, ‘The Bridge We’ve Been
Waiting For’, ‘Canberra’ (‘Canberra’s
Calling To You’), ‘Digger’, ‘Johnnie’, (‘Our

To be concluded in the next issue of On Stage

America. In June 1909 it was announced

On arriving, Olga told waiting
journalists: ‘The American dramatist leads

She was supported by Harrison Hunter as
Irving Lawrence and Hamilton Mott as
John Trainor, with Charlotte Tittell and
principal female roles.

17 Katinka

20.6.46

1915 (USA)

in the role of John Trainor in

season, Olga staged Asa

18 The Arcadians

22.6.46

1909 (UK)

The Writing on the Wall.

Steele’s Locke of Wall Street for

19 The Duchess of Dantzic 26.6.46

1903 (UK)

Mott was a former stage

20 Dorothy

3.7.1946

1886 (UK)

the first time. She was

21 The Dairymaids

10.7.46

1906 (UK)

manager for Arnold Daly, and

supported by Florence

22 The Dollar Princess

18.7.46

1909 (USA)

his appearance in Olga’s

Huntington, Lillian Stafford,

23 The Blue Moon

25.7.46

1905 (UK)

Harrison Hunter, Hamilton

24 The Orchid

1.8.46

1903 (UK)

company would be one of his
first as an actor.1 The same

25 The Geisha

7.8.46

1896 (UK)

month it was also announced

play deals with the labour

26 The Desert Song

15.8.46

1926 (USA)

that Wallace Munro would act

question and concerns an

1911 (UK)

as manager for her forthcoming

unscrupulous businessman,

tour and that dates had already

George Locke, who amasses a
fortune through the manipulation
mining stocks.8

During her Baltimore

Mott and Albert Perry. The

28 So Long Lettie

28.8.46

1915 (USA)

been booked for the Mason

29 Three Little Maids

5.9.46

1902 (UK)

Opera House in Los Angeles

30 Florodora

11.9.46

1899 (UK)

commencing in December 1909.

31 Robin Hood

18.9.46

1891 (USA)

32 A Runaway Girl

25.9.46

1898 (UK)

Olga had also secured a new

took a two day holiday to

play by Asa Steele, a columnist
on The New York Times.2

Yuma where she was the

Day is a Rainbow Day for Me’ (written with

(Melbourne) and Alan Heinecke (Port

Don Bradman).

Macquarie) for valuable assistance.

Page 6

make arrangements for her eleventh tour of

Mott to replace Frank Craven

1906 (USA)

Enclosed with this issue of On Stage is a bonus compact
disc for members of Victoria Theatres Trust and the John
Truscott Design Foundation Inc.
On it are two sessions of Musical Comedy Theatre,
produced by the Macquarie Network in 1946 through
their Artransa Radio Productions arm: Miss Hook of
Holland and Katinka.
For full production credits, see page 48.

Shakespeare plays the following spring.5

Washington during her 1908–1909 season.

conclusion of the season, Olga began to

1907 (UK)

3.10.46

n

Tree would be appearing in a season of

1905 (USA)

34 The Red Mill

University Press (1994).

on the Wall, which she had premièred in

closing on Saturday 22 May 1909. At the

15.6.46

I wish to thank both Frank Van Straten

considerable. The reason he received a

all going well, she and Herbert Beerbohm

5.6.46

You’, ‘The Sydney Flour Song’ and ‘Every

Richard Lane, published by Melbourne

Music. The initial offering was The Writing

Savoy Theatre in New York,

16 Miss Hook of Holland

1908 (USA)

presentation of Musical Comedy Theatre was

Locke of Wall Street. She also indicated that,

15 The Pink Lady

28.9.46

Golden Age of Australian Radio Drama by

on 11 October 1909 at the Academy of

Hurlbut played for a month at the

Florence Huntington in the

33 A Waltz Dream

suspect his contribution to the concept and

including a new play by Asa Steele entitled

1911 (UK)

Acknowledgments:

Information was also obtained from The

T

he Writing on the Wall by William J.

that for her 1909–1910 season

Aeroplane Girl’), ‘Phar Lap—Farewell to

With his experience and musical skills I

Having ‘sacrificed the natural joy...of every woman’ [marriage and motherhood] Olga Nethersole, during time off
from her American tour, adopted a Chihuahua dog, and embraced women’s emancipation. Part 13 continues
Elizabeth Kumm‘s career survey as Olga arranges her 11th tour of the United States.

Olga had engaged Hamilton

27 The Count of Luxembourg 22.8.46

‘Whispering Baritone’ style—a legacy of a

The quite wonderful Olga Nethersole

guest of the local native

With the conclusion of her

35 The Maid of the Mountains 9.10.46

1917 (UK)

tenth American tour, Olga

36 San-Toy

1899 (UK)

returned to Europe for summer.

12.10.46

While in Arizona, Olga

Americans who arranged

On 26 September 1909,

several ‘unique functions’ in
her honour, including the
christening of a small girl who

37 Anything Goes

17.10.46

1934 (USA)

38 Wildflower

26.10.46

1923 (USA)

she sailed from Liverpool on

was given the name of Olga!

39 The Student Prince

31.10.46

1924 (USA)

the Mauretania, arriving in New

During the visit she also bought

40 Peggy

6.11.46

1911 (UK)

York just four days later, on 1

41 Merrie England

14.11.46

1902 (UK)

41 The Sunshine Girl

28.11.46

1912 (UK)

October 1909. The Mauretania set a new

the world...I mean in the drama of purpose

43 The New Moon

4.12.46

1928 (USA)

transatlantic record by crossing from

and theme, the drama that exalts and

44 The Quaker Girl

12.12.46

1910 (UK)

perpetuates; not the mere wordy fabric

45 The Girl Friend

23.12.46

1926 (USA)

Liverpool to New York in just four days, 10
hours and 51 minutes.3

46 Hit the Deck

9.1.47

1927 (USA)

Olga was accompanied by her
companion Madge Field and Charlotte

a Chihuahua dog from one of
the chieftains for $50. She named it Wow
Wow.9
Next, the company journeyed to Los

woven around an incubator star under the

Angeles where they opened at the Mason

guise of literature, but the drama that discloses

Opera House on Monday, 27 December

the true mission of the stage, “holding, as
’twere, the mirror up to nature”…’ 6

1909, with The Writing on the Wall. Plays

47 Dearest Enemy

16.1.47

1925 (USA)

Tittell (an elder sister of Tittell Brune), who

48 Mary

25.1.47

1920 (USA)

had been engaged to play leading female

49 Tip-Toes

6.2.47

1925 (USA)

roles. Actor Johnson Forbe-Robertson, who

the Savoy Theatre, where Margaret Anglin

50 Follow Through

30.1.47

1929 (USA)

was coming over to appear in The Passing of

was performing in The Awakening of Helen

During the next few months the

51 Ball at the Savoy

22.2.47

1933 (UK)

52 Frasquita

12.2.47

1925 (UK)

13.3.47

1916 (UK)

Ritchie, produced under her brother Louis
Nethersole’s management.7

company played ‘one night stands’ as La

53 Chu-Chin-Chow

the Third Floor Back, was also a passenger
on the ship.4

54 Madame Pompadour

27.3.47

1923 (UK)

ON STAGE

During the current tour, Olga planned

On 2 October she occupied a box at

A few days later the company left New

to present (with the exception of one play)

York on Olga’s private train La Nethersole

a repertoire of American dramas ,
Summer 2007

bound for Baltimore, where they opened

that followed included Sapho, Magda (for the
first time since her 1907 season in Paris),
and The Second Mrs Tanqueray.

Nethersole travelled across Montana and
Nebraska en route for New York.
Olga was back in New York by April,
where she commenced a two week

*
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engagement at the Academy of Music (14th

Pélleas and Mélisande was produced by

Theodore Liebler Jr and George Tyler, to

Street and Irving Place), opening on Monday,

Liebler & Co with Mrs Patrick Campbell.

acquire plays written by famous authors and

‘Dimboola’ rediscovered

role, supported by Edward Mackay (Lucius

company’s records are at the NY Public

Hunter ( Jean Gaussin), Albert Parry

Verus), Arthur Forrest (Annæus Silanus) and

Library.)

(Dechelette), O.B.Clarence (Caesar),

Charles B Hanford (Appius). The production

16 The New York Times, 25 Nov 1910, p. 11

A

Hibberd’s legendary Dimboola

score by George Dreyfus, and

Constance Raymond (Alice Dore), Alice

was enhanced by the participation of the

17 The New York Times, 6 December 1910, p. 8

was first produced by the

enhanced with a voice-over

Gordon (Mme Hettema) and Charlotte

60-strong Russian Symphony Orchestra under

commentary by Jack Hibberd,

Tittell (Divonne). Sapho played for a week,

the baton of Modest Altschuler, who also

References

Australian Performing Group in

associate producer John Timlin,

composed the special music based on oriental

Gerald Bordman, American Theatre: A Chronicle of

1969. Its 1000th production was

during which time the 2000th performance
of the play was given.10

recently launched—in

and Best Man, Bill ‘Dangles Dunn’

melodies and Hebraic and Georgian
chants.16

Cambridge Guide to American Theatre (1993)

Dimboola, of course!

Garner. The package also includes

18 April 1910 with Sapho.
The cast for Sapho included Harrison

During the second week she presented
other plays from her repertoire, including

In Mary Magdalene, Olga played the title

In reviewing the first performance of the

Carmen, The Writing on the Wall, The Second

play, The New York Times characteristically

Mrs Tanqueray and Camille.

noted: ‘Whatever the play may be, its force

Following her return to New York, Olga

would gain ten times through simple treatment,

sailed for Panama City, where she was

and that it never had last evening. The stage

scheduled to play a two week season at the

direction depended, of course, upon the

State Theatre. At the conclusion of this
engagement she returned to England.11

perambulations of Miss Nethersole, and

She departed New York on the Kaiser
Wilhelm II on 10 May 1910.12 In an article

untouched during the course of an act. He

which revealed the earnings of popular singers

in the air with tense fingers, now pressed

and performers it was estimated that Olga
had made $50 000 from her present tour.13

against her shoulders with fingers relaxed…

While in Europe, Olga visited the Belgian
poet and playwright Maurice Maeterlinck at

there was no part of the stage which she left
hands were constantly busy, now held high

there seems to be no such thing as repose in
this actress’s dictionary of her art.’17
On 2 January 1911, Mary Magdalene was

his summer residence, the Abbey of Saint

produced at the Shubert Theatre in Boston,

Wandrille, near Rouen, where they discussed
plans for a new play.14

for one week.

produce them with noted artists. The

Comedy and Drama, 1869–1914 (1994)
John Le Hay, Margaret Anglin, A Stage Life (1989)
Chicago Daily Tribune
Los Angeles Times
The New York Times
The Washington Post

n

Keep yourself nice
First of a new series of extracts from the BBC
Variety Programmes Policy Guide, published in the
late 1940s as an aid to avoiding offence to
listeners by radio producers:
Vulgarity
Programmes must at all cost be kept free of
crudities, coarseness and innuendo. Music
hall, stage, and to a lesser degree, screen
standards, are not suitable to broadcasting.
Well-known vulgar jokes (e.g. the Brass
Monkey) ‘cleaned up’, are not normally

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

admissible since the humour in such cases

Liebler & Co and the Shubert Theatrical

Footnotes

is almost invariably evident only if the

Company to manage her 1910–1911 and

1 The New York Times, 6 June 1909, p. 9

1911–1912 tours—25 weeks each at $US1000

2 Los Angeles Times, 27 June 1909, p. III1

per week. For a number of years she had

3 The New York Times, 1 Oct 1909, p. 20

been her own manager, and it probably

4 The New York Times, 18 September 1909,

Arrangements were also concluded with

seemed like a good idea to place worries of
management in other hands.15
On Saturday, 5 November 1910, Olga
departed for the United States on the

p. 6; 26 September 1909, p. C2 & 1
October 1909, p. 20
5 The New York Times, 26 September 1909,
p. C2 & 1 October 1909, p. 20

Lusitania. She commenced her eleventh US

6 The Chicago Daily Tribune, 3 Oct 1909, p. B1

tour in New York, at the New Theatre,

7 The New York Times, 2 October 1909, p. 9

opening on 5 December 1910.
Her opening season was limited to two

The play had opened on 20 September
1909 and ran for 120 performances.

weeks, during which she presented the

8 The New York Times, 16 October 1909, p.9

world première of Maeterlinck’s Mary

9 Los Angeles Times, 27 Dec 1909, p. I15 &

Magdalene, founded upon the biblical story,

28 Dec 1909, p. II1

which the author had written at Olga’s

10 The Washington Post, 29 May 1910, p.MT3

request during her visit earlier in the year,

11 Los Angeles Times, 27 Dec 1909, p. I15

and translated into English by Alexander

12 The New York Times, 10 May 1910, p. 9

Teixeira de Mattos. (The play was refused a

13 The Washington Post, 11 May 1910, p. 7

license in England and was not performed

14 The Washington Post, 5 June 1910, p.MT4

there in public until 1929.)

15 The New York Times, 30 Sept 1910, p. 13

The first Maeterlinck play to be
produced in America was in 1902, when
Page 8

& New York Sun, 8 November 1912
(Liebler & Co was founded in 1898 by

vulgar version is known.

cclaimed as the

set that also includes the commercial

nation’s most

widescreen film version of Dimboola,

popular play, Jack

directed by John Duigan, with a

In 1973 Dimboola was
performed at the legendary

Grieve’s fascinating 1994 Film

Pram Factory in Carlton, with a

Australia documentary Pram

brilliant cast including APG

Factory, revealing the sex, drugs

luminaries Bill Garner, Bruce

and rock’n’roll perplexities of the

Spence, Evelyn Krape, Max

APG, which produced 140 new

Gillies, Jan Friedl, Jack Charles

Australian plays in its 10 glorious

and Fay Mokotow, What was

years. But the best news is that,

not generally known is this

thanks to VTT friends John

production, directed by David

Timlin and the Bridget McDonald

Williamson, was captured

Gallery, this ‘unique, feast for film

brilliantly in black and white on

students and thespian

16mm by Ross Dimsey, the

archaeologists’ is available to VTT

award-winning film maker and

members at a very generous

former head of Film Victoria.

discount, either alone or with a

This is the only complete record

signed copy of Tim Robertson’s

of an Australian Performing

wonderful 2001 book The Pram

Group show.
to DVD. It is included in an extraordinary

Fay Mokotow (Maureen), Bruce Spence
(Morrie) and Kerry Dwyer (Shirl).

Dimboola Collectors’ Edition, a two-DVD

There is an absolute ban upon the

Designer returns

Jokes about:

Factory—The Australian Performing

Dimboola at the Pram Factory, 1973:

Now this precious film has been transferred

following:
Lavatories

the film’s trailer and Anna

Group Recollected.
Don’t miss this very special opportunity!
Full details are on the enclosed flyer.

n

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

As this edition of On Stage went to press,

Effeminacy in men

Marco Gjergia was about to return to

Immorality of any kind

Australia after nearly a year travelling

Suggestive references to:

and studying in Europe.

Honeymoon couples

Marco is the inaugural award winner

Chambermaids

of the annual John Truscott Design

Fig leaves

Foundation Travel Award—an important

Prostitution
Ladies’ underwear (e.g.: ‘Winter draws on...’)
Animal habits (e.g.: rabbits)

new initiative offered in association with
the National Design Centre, made to an
emerging designer aged under 29 years to

Lodgers

further his or her studies overseas.

Commercial travellers
Extreme care should be taken in dealing
with references to or jokes aboutPre-natal influences (e.g. ‘His mother      
was frightened by a donkey’)
The vulgar use of such words as ‘basket’
must also be avoided.
- Peter Burgis n

ON STAGE

enduring tribute to the aspirations and
achievements of John

Truscott,

the

foundation is dedicated to uphold,

encourage and promote creative design at
the highest level.

The now 30-year-old Melbourne
graphic designer is a graduate of

theatrical and design experiences in

Swinburne University’s Faculty of Design.

Europe, and to build on the confidence,

This important new award is made in
recognition of the confidence and

Marital infidelity

An

prospects gained by two-time Australian

skills and prospects discovered on
journeys in and out of Australia.
Marco Gjergia will tell of his

Oscar-winner John Truscott who, as a

European experiences in the next edition

young designer, benefited from his

of On Stage.

Summer 2007
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Snow White lives!

T

Frank Van Straten turns the pages of a children’s classic

his January hundreds of youngsters

Its success in New Zealand was largely

through his company Entertainment

will pack Bowman Hall at the

due to the doyen of all publicity officers,

Services International, assisted in some

Blacktown Civic Centre, NSW, for

Christchurch-based Trevor King. For

local tours and was advance publicity officer

their first theatre experience—and there’s

almost a quarter of a century, from that first

and road manager for several visits to New

every possibility that their parents, and even

tour in 1962, he handled advance publicity

Zealand. For many years the cast was headed

their grandparents, enjoyed the same show

and acted as road manager.

by Don Williams and his wife, Iris Shand.

as children or

Arthur Benton

young adults.

cast Lester Morris

It’s the

as the King, Snow

perennial Snow

White’s father, for

White and the Seven

a six-week tour of

Dwarfs—the same

Western Australia

production that has

in 1985. A theatre

been touring

veteran, Morris had

Australia in one

started with

form or another for

Williamson’s in

45 years.

musicals like Mame,

The immortal

but it was

Brothers Grimm

experience in the

fairytale first saw

Peter Pinne–Don

the stage in

Battye children’s

London in the

show The Shoemaker

1930s—which was

and the Elves at the

the production that

Alexandra Theatre

provided Walt

in 1975 that made

Disney with the

him realise how

inspiration for his

The 2007 Dwarfs with their Snow White,

classic 1937 film, his first animated feature.

Lauren Michelle Howes.

This, in turn was the basis for a stage
adaptation by Frank Neil which toured the

rewarding it was

Fallon, David Cooper, Nazir Kheir and

complete with mouse ears on their ID cards!

fresh costumes, props and scenery, including

Marty O’Leary. A couple have been with

Thankfully, they went away quite happy!’

a new dwarfs’ house, which remains a

the show for 30 years. One of the original

highlight of the show’s second act. Musical

team, Rosie, recently passed away in

adults as kids. ‘Three generations of Aussie

director John Longhurst provided new

Adelaide. She was 92.’

families have enjoyed this show. The story’s

songs, lyrics and incidental music.
Today the show is produced by Lester
Morris’ Morris Mackin Productions. Morris
continues to direct and strut his stuff as

interspersed with cameo roles on TV. He’s

local musician Hal Moschetti.

promotion and production in Australia.

been with Snow White on and off for 20 years.
For the five-month tour of New Zealand

Lauren Michelle Howes has the title
Huntsman and Melissa Gosling as the

promotional and advertising costs, mean

Wicked Witch. There are six dancers, with

that the time may have arrived for the

choreography by Rebecca Wallace, herself

attraction to rely on some form of

a former Snow White. All-up there’s a cast

corporate support.

of 18, plus a crew of five.

‘Such sponsorship would ensure that

But, of course, the main interest centres

continue to delight a whole new

that there are indeed seven real little people—

generation of audiences.

not chubby eight-year-olds!

‘Whatever the future, the facts remain:

‘They come from all over Australia,’ he
Jim Chapman, Stephen George, James

Love those locals!

go it alone.

in 1991 and returned to New Zealand for

the champagne and rejoice! The local

the 1997 tour, unhappily abandoned due to

musical has never had it so good.

either a feast or a famine, and with this
issue’s unprecedented release of three
original cast albums, it’s time to break out

Eurobeat—Almost Eurovision (No
Mates) is the cast recording of the show,

authorised stage version, utilising the film

songs and new ones by Clyde Collins, and

didn’t. Later that year Lester Morris rescued

billed as the first interactive musical, by

score and the dwarfs’ film names.

incidental music largely ‘borrowed’ from

it, dusted it off and updated the script.

Craig Christie and Andrew Patterson that

Grieg’s Peer Gynt Suite.

Morris’s Snow White remained true to the

recently played a national tour.

original Grimm story, but incorporated new

With a cast headed by Julia Zemiro

this Disney production in Australia and

States and devoted himself to producing

songs and incidental music by well-known

(Bronya), Francesca Arena, Scotty Hendry,

New Zealand.

shows in Las Vegas and promoting The

music arranger John Charter.

Charmaine Gorman and Megan Hoult (all
holdovers from the previous 2004 tryout
The score has been given a bigger sound

To Love To Love’ by Lisa Adam and Phillip Rowe,

the show is an exuberant ride through the

and better production for this national version.

the Russian boy band, ‘Ice Queen,’ Ireland’s

excesses of Europop, with the audience

Standouts are still the Italian entry, ‘Don’t Say

‘La, La, La’ by Scott Hendry, and Sweden’s

getting to vote who wins.

Ti Amo’ by Francesca Arena, the UK’s ‘I Love

Abba-sounding ‘Same Old Song’.

prostheses so that they resembled the film

show’s principal producer. His company,

Theatre in 1999, before going on the road

season, which also spawned a cast recording),

characters as closely as possible. The show

International Attractions, continued to tour

again later that year and touring throughout
the Australian Bicentennial Year of 2000.

Snow White throughout Australia, while

the first time in 1962.

Christchurch-based Ray O’Connor,
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For a New Zealand tour in 2004 Morris

ON STAGE

The Russian KGBoyz
in Eurobeat.

With recordings of Australian musicals, it’s

Benton died in 1998, but Snow White

It played at Sydney’s Footbridge

n

Once again Peter Pinne puts his spin on show music CDs.

complete with real little people.

92-year old Arthur Benton’s ill-health.

running theatre production in

Show music thumbnails

toured again in 1989, played Sydney again

toured widely, reaching New Zealand for

away the most successful and the longestProgram for the 1938 Tivoli production.

Australasia’s history.’

attraction, so Rudas and Benton decided to

Three Tenors, Arthur Benton became the

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is far-and-

says. They’re a great team: Jeff Bernasconi,

girls, but Sydneysiders saw the show

The dwarfs wore masks or rubber

this great family-friendly fantasy could

on the dwarfs. Morris is quick to confirm

tours though other commitments, but

After Rudas relocated to the United

facilities, lights and sound, transport,
accommodation and the all-important

suffering Huntsman. He missed several

producer Tibor Rudas contracted to present

incurred by artists’ fees, hiring of theatre

role, with Ric Dodds as the handsome

had by then become an extremely viable

In 1960 Hungarian-born Sydney-based

Morris is cautious: ‘Rising costs

effects that punctuate the show.

Rudas to withdraw the stage production. It

re-emerged with a new script, some old

What of the future?

miscellany of weird and wonderful sound

were played by seven of the smaller ballet

After the war, Londoners saw a Disney-

says Morris, ‘then the grown-ups do too!’

‘live’ keyboard accompaniment, plus the

had the lead. In Melbourne, the dwarfs

Disney and in the early 1970s the show

appeal, and now parents who were kids

‘And if the kids have a good time,’

backing disc, John Longhurst provides a

in 1986, Morris played the role of the long-

for the dwarfs.

‘Our production has a timeless Aussie

kids...even their grandkids!

Although the symphonic score is now on a

movie, the Disney organisation asked

They severed any association with

backstage visit from the “Disney Police”—

penned it in 1844.

Cedric the Confused.

Snow White’s singing voice for the film,

Neither used the screen version’s names

‘Years ago,’ says Morris, ‘we even had a

as fresh today as when the Brothers Grimm

when they first saw it, are bringing their

panto dames and sundry odd characters,

Arthur Benton to help with advance
In 1970, with plans to re-release the

have the familiar Disney names.

Morris says the show attracts as many

Snow White’s father, the bumbling King

Over the years he’s played countless
Rudas recruited renowned publicist

These days, of course, the dwarfs don’t

to perform for youngsters.

Tivoli Circuit in 1938, with a score from
Adriana Caselotti, who had provided

further refined the script and commissioned

Summer 2007
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Differences between the 2004 disc and this

College of the Arts in June 2006. The show

himself (‘Turn, Turn, Turn’). The latter’s

two with her Take It from Here co-stars,

release a middle-of-the-road album recorded

Eight Music, 145 Osborne Street, South Yarra,

one, are a new song for Greece, ‘Oh Aphrodite’,

is a coming-of-age piece captured in a cycle

‘False From True’ has a good New Orleans

Jimmy Edwards and Dick Bentley: the hit

by a local performer.

Victoria. Phone/Fax: (03) 9866-1222. On

and a bonus track for the hostess Bronya,

of songs and scenes with an accompaniment

blues feel.

‘Little Red Monkey’ and ‘Me An’ Johnny’.

All of these CDs can be found at Middle

line: www.middle8.com 

‘I’m Sarajevo (Taste Me),’ which replaces

of strings, flute and guitar. It’s cynical and

her hidden interview track on the other CD.

abrasive, but also incredibly moving.

Well worth the wait

There’s also a nice duet with her husband,

Anyone who gets a giggle out of the

Highlights include, ‘Every Little Bit

annual Eurovision Song Contest will enjoy

Counts’, a funky blues, ‘Uterus’, a country

this album. It repeatedly hits the mark, and

piece in 3/4 time, and ‘Hurry It Up’, an ode

its international appeal is obvious.

to puberty, in Perfect’s beloved jazz mode.

Virgins—A Musical Threesome seems

There’s a great idea in the 11 o’clock

to have been written for the international

number, ‘Why Not Leave?’—If the

market, especially as the first segment in

assignment’s too hard, if you can’t climb

this trilogy, The Virgin Wars, is set in an
American high school. Written by Mathew
Frank and Dean Bryant, whose previous
work included the breakout, The Prodigal
Son (shortened to Prodigal for its New York
sharp in its satire as South Park.
In the high school romp, a story that
promotes teen chastity, ‘S.T.D.’ and ‘Ripped
Apart’ are both fun and comic songs, ‘The
Girl Most Likely’ is infectious and witty,

music that the Sydney composer has

Together At Last (EssGee Melodies)

written for productions of Shakespeare,

marries two of Australia’s favourite

David Hare and others’ plays.

performers, Julie Anthony and Simon

Commissioned by the Sydney Theatre

tunes accompanied by pianist Kevin

Theatre and the Bell Shakespeare Company,

Hocking. Both are in good voice and it’s

and with the voices of Geoffrey Rush, Cate

nice to hear them with just a solo piano.

Blanchett, Bille Brown and John Bell, the CD

Recorded live during a Morning Melodies

offers 26 short pieces with accompaniment

performance, the show is strong on medleys:

by the Elektra String Quartet.

Irving Berlin, Gershwin, Garland, standards,

journalist and internet porn-sites, provides
the mountain, then don’t try! ‘Where Are
You Now?’ is done in a ‘Seasons Of Love’

particularly good on ‘On The Street Where

does ‘Boy Gets Girl’ from the play of the

You Live’ (My Fair Lady), Anthony acquits

same name. The fun pieces are ‘Herr

herself well on ‘Amazing Grace’, and together

Cohen with a K versus “The Cat”’ from

they nail the fun of ‘The Song That Goes

Steve Martin’s The Underpants, and ‘Piece

Like This’ from Monty Python’s Spamalot.

(Applause), closes with ‘What I Did for

limited audience, but an important release

Love’ (A Chorus Line), and features songs

because so few of John’s 25-year output of

from Irene and The Sound of Music in

compositions have made it to disc.

between, is almost a career rundown.
The CD ends with them both doing a

(Rent) style, and the finale, ‘Looking Up’, is

Our Joy

women asylum-seekers on a TV reality

one of the best numbers in the score with
its interesting time and key changes.

The Pajama Game (Sepia 1072) is a

show competing for a prize of Australian

The cast of second-year VCA students

Anthony’s ‘Audition Medley’, which
opens with ‘Welcome to the Theatre’

segment, Jumpin’ The Q, which places four

citizenship, is the Latin, ‘Land Where Good

plus some arresting solos. Gallaher is

You Like It has an attractive melody, as

It’s an esoteric album and one with a

segment, The Girl On The Screen, about a

Gallaher, in a performance of mostly show

Company, Company B Belvoir Street

Hanging Man.

Spice Girls close-harmony feel. The second

Best of the numbers in the third

They love a piano

for a Piano Player’ from Andrew Upton’s

and ‘Strong Girl’ has a great Dixie Chicks/

Wally Peterson on ‘The Old Soft Shoe.’

a collection of mainly underscore theatre

‘Under The Greenwood Tree’ from As

run), and Virgins is funny, cynical, and as

the score’s most potent number, ‘Connect.’

Alan John—Theatre Music (Risky 007) is

reissue of the London Cast Recording of the
Broadway hit that starred Max Wall, Edmund

excellent. Up is a worthy addition to the
canon of Australian musicals.

favourite performer on radio 2GB’s The

Finally, we come to David Campbell—

Folking good

Youth Show (1940), played the Tivoli variety

The Swing Sessions (Sony/BMG

circuit in The All Laughter Show (1941), and

88697012062), which would have to be one

was the ingenue in the movie Smithy (1946),

of the best albums he has ever released.

It’s a terrific recording, which brilliantly
showcases the work of Frank and Bryant.
Like their previous vehicle, Prodigal, the
show has already been seen in New York
where it was part of the New York Musical
Theater Festival in September 2006.

Close to Perfect

One Word We!—the songs and story of
Pete Seeger and friends by Maurie Mulheron—
is a musical biography of the American folk
and protest song singer. It was performed at
the New Theatre, Sydney (an appropriately
left-wing venue) on 29 January 2000, and
recorded live by a cast of folk singers that
included Australian jazz/rock legend

Up (VCA) is the first musical written by

Jeannie Lewis. With accompaniment from

the acerbic cabaret performer Eddie Perfect

guitars, bass, mandolin, banjo and fiddle,

(pictured) and on the strength of the writing,

they race through a collection of hits of the

let’s hope it’s not the last. If anything, it’s the

protest era—‘We Shall Overcome’, ‘We

best score of the three original musicals

Shall Not Be Moved’, ‘This Land Is Your

reviewed in this issue.

Land’, ‘Guantanamera’ and ‘If I Had a

First workshopped in 2001 at the West

Hammer’. Composers Huddie Ledbetter

Australian Academy of Performing Arts

(‘Goodnight Irene’) and Woody Guthrie

(WAAPA), this recording comes from a

(‘So Long, It’s Been Good To Know You’)

production of the work at the Victorian

are well represented, along with Seeger

Page 12

before embarking for England and becoming

if Michael Bublé, Tony Bennett and Rod
Stewart can get mileage out of it, why not

It’s a good recording of Richard Adler

Campbell? It’s almost as if he was born to

and Jerry Ross’s score, with Nichols being

sing this music, which showcases his pipes

appropriately perky and displaying her fine

much better than his ill-advised foray into pop.

comic timing in the Babe role. It also

With songs like ‘Call Me Irresponsible’, ‘All

includes a second act reprise of the show’s

the Way’, and ‘You’re Nobody ’Til Somebody

hit number ‘Hey There’ sung by Nichols,

Loves You’, the ghost of Frank Sinatra

which was not on the Broadway cast recording.

hovers over the proceedings, with big-band

But it’s the 10 bonus tracks that make this

arrangements in the big fat Billy May style.

production of Porgy and Bess in The Sydney

good enough, people.

Morning Herald on 23 July 2006, after she saw

The set was so low budget the tropical

it at the Lyric Theatre at Star City in Sydney.

island resembled icicles, the direction was

Simply put, there is absolutely nothing

staid, the acting predictable and amateurish.

good about this production. The expectations

Just because something is a touring

were high, the publicity machine on a roll.

production that does well in regional parts

But the product—beyond disappointing.

of the United States doesn’t mean it can be

Porgy and Bess is George Gershwin’s only
opera, and a damn good one at that. The
issues of poverty, love, abuse and hope are

lumped on sophisticated music-loving
Australian audiences.
I give this a rating of 1/10 for the first

plenty of fodder for pulling the heart

half, but have to increase it to 2/10 in the

strings. But the only things pulled in this

hope that the second half was better. Like a

performance were sleeves, to check how

lot of the audience, I was drowning my

much longer before we could escape. The

disbelief at the pub.

n

Richard Hobson and Jerris Cates
as Porgy and Bess.

Even the artwork is reminiscent of early
But it’s a quality album with great sound.

Trees’ (Paint Your Wagon), Flanders and

Kudos to Campbell, band leader Chong

ON STAGE

for some of the cast. Close enough is not

’50s Sinatra albums!

They include a version of ‘I Talk to the
Swann’s ‘The Hippopotamus Song’, and

singing in tune seemed to be a foreign one

the American touring

It’s his take on the Great American Songbook—

From Here (1948).

Nichols made during the ’50s in London.

Katrina Kroslakova described

Campbell is quality

a legend in the BBC radio series Take It

reissue interesting. All are recordings that

vocals—very shaky at best. The concept of

finish to a very satisfying concert.

Ballard and Kellie Rode, are all excellent,
synth programming.

‘
A

disservice to Gershwin’ was how

songs from Cats, Evita, Les Misérables, The

Hannaford, Rosemarie Harris, Verity Huntas are James Simpson’s orchestrations and

In our series of reviews from hell, Katrina Kroslakova takes aim at
Porgy and Bess in her Sydney Morning Herald critique.

Phantom of the Opera and Chess. It’s a great

under the direction of Martin Croft is

As a teenager Nichols became a

Critical condition

‘Contemporary Musicals’ medley featuring

Men Are’. The cast, Amanda Levy, Esther

Hockridge and Australian Joy Nichols.

n

Lim, and to Sony/BMG for the guts to
Summer 2007
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Blue Mountains gala
for Morag Beaton’s 80th birthday

R

The mountains rang with ‘a truly prima donna voice’, reports Peter Wyllie Johnston.

ich and glorious’ declared guest-

Dr Jennifer Kloester, author of the best-

While hundreds of Sydneysiders voted for the Opera House to be included on a new list of the
world’s Seven Wonders’, the arts community wonders if the iconic building has a future at all.

I

n the past few months The Sydney

other soprano) and as Venus (Tannhäuser),

of-honour Lauris Elms when she

selling book, Georgette Heyer’s Regency World

Eboli (Don Carlos), Abigaille (Nabucco) and

heard Morag Beaton’s voice,

‘
accompanied
by Geoffrey Tozer in a

(2005), had also flown from Melbourne for

Santuzza (Cavalleria Rusticana) among many

the occasion. She was seven when she first

other roles.

performance, part of an 80th birthday gala

heard Morag sing her greatest role, Turandot.

for 100 guests held in Morag’s honour.

‘It was such a fantastic production with

Hosted by Rhonda Denovan and

Wonder or blunder?
Morning Herald has been running with
the issue, teasing out the conflicts and

the questions that are challenging
bureaucrats and bemusing administrators,

Her farewell performance was at the

performers, designers and musicians.

Sydney Opera House in 1983.

Morag swathed in the peacock train, and

From the public’s perspective, only two

With the release on CD of two volumes

Heather Icely, the gala, on 22 October 2006,

her amazing voice singing with Donald

of the Sutherland-Williamson season and

problems are apparent inside the Opera

marked the launch of a new recital room

Smith. To hear the same voice now, when

several of her roles with Australian Opera

Theatre. First, a quarter of the seats have

for music and the arts established by

she is actually 80, is extraordinary and

(including Turandot) opera lovers can now

obscured views, and second, the orchestra

Rhonda Denovan in the spacious grounds

something I shall never forget.’

hear some of her performances again.

pit is half-buried under the stage, muddying

of her Blue Mountains residence at Leura.

Scottish-born Morag Beaton had

the sound in the auditorium. Poor sight and

For many years, Morag has lived

To honour Morag, special guest artist

already won many of Europe’s top singing

quietly at her home in Sydney. Although

sound are hardly ideal ingredients for an

Geoffrey Tozer, just back from his eighth

honours and begun to establish her career

never really in retirement, she has

opera house.

concert tour of China, played music of

there when she was invited by Richard

continued to teach and to inspire many

Beethoven, J.S.Bach, J.C.Bach and Bellini.

Bonynge to sing in Australia as part of the

singers and musicians with the same love of

worse. The Opera Theatre’s wing space is

Then Rhonda Denovan announced to the

Sutherland-Williamson Grand Opera

opera and music that has guided her whole

only about two metres, a quarter of that in

guests, who had all just enjoyed a sumptuous

Season (1965). In 1966 she returned to

life.

Melbourne’s Arts Centre’s State Theatre.

lunch, that Morag would sing. Everyone was

London to sing the leading role of Cathy

delighted to discover that the magnificent

on the famous recording of Bernard

audiences by singing, as she did 12 years

Dancers frequently have to leap into the

voice was still, in Lauris Elms’ words, ‘rich

Herrmann’s opera Wuthering Heights.

ago at the 80th birthday party for the late

arms of a ‘catcher’—often a sturdy mechanist.

and glorious’. Environmental historian Dr

In 1967, the Australian Opera invited

But behind the scenes things are even

This makes many ballet exits extremely risky.

On special occasions she has delighted

‘From the front, you don’t want it to

Australian soprano Sylvia Fisher, hosted by

Valerie Tarrant, from Melbourne, who

her to return as principal soprano and she

heard many of Morag’s opera performances,

went on to establish her reputation on stage

was among members of the audience who

with numerous performances as Turandot (a

birthday celebrations, Morag Beaton was

Australian Ballet’s artistic director. ‘You

were moved to tears.

role she sang in Australia more than any

accorded great respect, love and affection

want it to look like there’s an expanse of

from all of those present.

space, so we have to have someone there to

Morag Beaton pictured with concert pianist Geoffrey Tozer at her 80th birthday gala, is still as
The Age critic Felix Werder wrote in 1972 ‘a true prima donna with a truly prima donna voice’.

look like everyone is slowing down as they

Craig Thomas.

get to the wings,’ says David McAllister, the

Now, on the occasion of her own 80th

catch them and push them off to the side, a

As a child prodigy, Geoffrey Tozer saw
Morag’s performance as Tatiana (Eugene

bit like a football or handball, so the girls

Onegin) in 1965. His performance at the

didn’t go smashing into the wings.’
The lack of wing space is just one of the

gala in Leura was a special gift to her, and
he later accompanied Noela Strangemure

serious problems facing our most loved,

who honoured Morag with a vocal tribute

most beautiful building. There is virtually

of her own.

no area of the theatre that is not stretched
to breaking point.

Maureen Howard, another great star of

‘In many ways, we are wringing the

Australian Opera, could not attend due to a
recent bereavement, and John Cargher,

venue’s neck,’ says Nicolas Angelicas, the

(who in his book Opera and Ballet in Australia

Opera House’s technical operations

described Morag Beaton as ‘one of the

manager, staging. He explains that cramped

greatest voices I have heard in my time’)

backstage conditions mean his crew often

sent a warm, personal message which

work 17-hour shifts, and back, neck and

reflected not only his vast knowledge of,

shoulder injuries are frequent—286 were

but impeccable good taste and integrity in,

reported in 2004-05.
‘Most back injuries happen when we’re

the world of opera.

unloading trucks in the dock,’ says

With birthday messages received from
admirers around Australia, from England

Angelicas. ‘There’s no level-loading where

and from Scotland, the celebration of

sets can be rolled on and off trucks. And

Morag Beaton’s 80th birthday was a truly

because the central passage where trucks

gala occasion and a generous tribute to an

Picture: Frank Van Straten

disabled access, there are increasingly

important part of Australia’s operatic history.n
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deliver sets is also used by the public for
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strict safety restrictions on what can be
delivered and when.’
Opera productions present Angelicas
with his greatest challenges: ‘Opera sets are
typically more substantial than ballet sets,

‘Nowadays, it’s all high-tech, much

down,’ says Opera House chief executive

technology has moved on, and nobody

Dr Norman Gillespie. ‘This is because of

builds stages like that anymore.’

the way in which the public areas,

Designers regularly adjust ballet and

Despite a successful comedy season ending in February 1882, management of the Princess’s Theatre once again
changed. In Part 3 of his history Ralph Marsden reports that, by April, ‘The Triumvirate’, the new, powerful
force of Williamson-Garner-Musgrove, was born at the Princess’s.

including the foyer, wrap around the

and they’ve become even bigger and

opera sets so they fit on the two vastly

theatre. But it means we’d have to be

heavier in the past decade,’ he says. ‘This is

different-sized stages in Sydney and

closed for more than two years.’

to get around the lack of space in the wings

Melbourne. ‘In Sydney La Fille Mal Gardée

and above the stage, which in other houses

looks like a farmyard or courtyard,’ says

close within a couple of years for essential

are used for storage.

David McAllister, but in Melbourne it

work, including replacing the air-conditioning

really looks like a town square.’

system in the roof with an underfloor system.

‘Modular sets have been designed to
move on a lift that runs the width of the

The Ballet’s new production of The

undertaken at the same time, so that the

Yet this has put extra pressure on crews

Melbourne and one for Sydney. This will

Opera House has a future as a venue for

and storage.’

add about $500 000 to production costs.

the art form for which it was built.

the opera season, when four shows might
be under way, that some sets have to be
removed, stored at another site and
returned a night or two later.

Sightlines from the upper
level boxes are so bad that
their seats are never sold.

by J.P.Burnett, who acted in this production
and was also author of Lee’s next play, The

incorporating engineering technology not
available a decade ago,’ says Gillespie.
or how it will fund the estimated $700m
needed. Major renovations to London’s Royal

days when the Opera Theatre is not used.

problems, but also poor sightlines from the

Opera House, cost £214m ($A534m),

When OA finished its November season

auditorium.

funded by a lottery, and it was closed for

with The Pirates of Penzance, crews worked

Jo was adapted from Dickens’ Bleak House

time to do a complete overhaul,

the Opera House’s small stage that gives

‘You can’t go too high or too far back

Americans Mr Polk and Mrs Julia A.

two years, until December 1999.

dramatic moment, you don’t want to have it

our brand becomes even stronger and more

the arrival of the Australia Ballet’s trucks at

missed by a quarter of the audience.’

well-known around the world and visitor

‘Here’s the dilemma,’ Gillespie says. ‘As

numbers increase…more demands are being

boxes are so bad that their seats are never

made and the inadequacies are becoming

create a gap in its schedule to allow for

sold. That’s 58 seats in the 1507-seat theatre

more pressing. Something has to be done.

major maintenance work. Technical

that are, quite literally, a waste of space.
But the orchestra pit remains the

this has happened. ‘The work is essential,

biggest problem. Its unusual design traps

Richard Hickox, agrees: ‘It’s not a luxury,

but it costs performances and box office

sound and increases noise. Noise readings

it’s a necessity that something is done.

income. And periods like this are only

in the pit have reached 95 decibels, the

going to increase.

equivalent of a leaf-blower.

seasons in 2008 and 2009 for maintenance.’
Most of the stage machinery, including

changing the orchestra layout—but this has
meant some percussion players at the back

lifts, was installed when the Opera House

of the pit can see only the conductor’s legs.

opened in 1973. ‘It’s showing its age, says

To see the conductor’s baton they have

performance because of the lifts.’
Technical guru Noel Staunton, who

hearing of its regular players.
Because of the Opera Theatre’s unique
construction, lowering the stage and auditorium

replaced or removed, including the old

is the only way to create better sightlines,

lighting bridge and the understage revolve,

additional seating and wing and storage spaces.

which was decommissioned more than a
decade ago.
Page 16

those very smart, very
expensive, very hard-

The Opera House is considering radical
plans by the original architect, Jøern Utzon,

information ‘fingers’
that were installed a
couple of years ago outside the Arts Centre
in Melbourne.
It’s a long time since I saw prospective
patrons cocking heir heads in a desperate
effort to read them. Technical problems
surely shouldn’t take that long to fix.

…Astley’s Amphitheatre
The Royal Amphitheatre
The Princess’s Theatre and
Opera House
The Princess’s Theatre
The Princess’s Opera House
The Royal Princess’s Theatre
The Academy of Music
The Royal Princess’s
Opera House
The New Princess’s Theatre
The People’s Theatre
The New Princess Theatre
163 Spring Street, Melbourne

n
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memory.’
Although all three partners were
involved in the initial planning of the new
Princess’s, Williamson was chary of theatre
ownership and withdrew from the venture
before construction began.
Garner and Musgrove were thus sole
owners of the new building of which
William Pitt Jnr was the architect. He
designed a three-level auditorium of stalls,
dress circle and family circle, with the stage
at the opposite (southern) end from that in
the old theatre. The new theatre was said to
accommodate as many as the Theatre
Royal, about 3950.
It was built at a cost of about £40 000
in a French Renaissance style considered
the epitome of late 19th century elegance
and opulence: ‘It is a revelation of artistic
possibilities, of luxury and loveliness, in
which everything is complete, even to the
smallest detail, and forms a tout ensemble

after which Maggie Moore made her début

having hardly any equal in the world,’ The

at the Princess’s in the operetta La Mascotte

Age of 20 December 1886 enthused.

on Boxing Day.

Palatial foyers with marble staircases led
to an interior decorated by George Gordon

often comic, was the main attraction at the

in peacock blue, cream and gold, and lit by

Princess’s in 1883, with lengthy seasons by

gas and electricity. Among its many novelties,

both the Williamson-Garner-Musgrove and

the theatre boasted painted panels on either
season including the classic comedies, She

side of the proscenium which were raised to

Drama returned on 17 November with a

Stoops to Conquer and The School for Scandal.

reveal fern grottoes and waterfalls.

three-week season by English actor-playwright,

Drama continued with such featured

There was also an ingenious ventilation

George Leitch, and from Boxing Day, one

players as Titheradge, Garner, J.R.Greville

device, for on hot summer nights the top of

of the managerial partners, Arthur Garner,

and Alfred Dampier heading the Royal Star

the ceiling dome could be split into halves

appeared with George Titheradge in the

company until 25 October when The

and slid aside to admit fresh air and reveal

comedy-drama, Impulse, which ran until

Triumvirate’s Royal Comic Opera Company

starry skies.

14 March 1884.

returned, remaining until Christmas Eve.

From the start of this season both the

Miss De Grey and her company, playing

The opening attraction, on 18 December
1886—for which there was such a demand

interior and exterior of the Princess’s were

a brief return season from 27 December until

that tickets were sold by auction—was a

illuminated by electricity for the first time.

3 January I885, was the old theatre’s last

revival of The Mikado featuring Howard

attraction, for the buoyancy of the times now

Vernon and Nellie Stewart, the famous

Genevieve Ward made her Australian début

spurred The Triumvirate to undertake building

composer Alfred Cellier conducting the

on 15 March 1884 in her most famous vehicle,

an elaborate new theatre on the site.

orchestra and with the Governor of Victoria

The celebrated American-born actress

to-read vertical

$220 000 to roster extra musicians for its

describes the stage machinery as ‘a mishHe argues that much of it needs to be

what’s happened to

Opera Australia estimates it has spent
Sydney season this year to protect the

mash of old, heavy German technology.’

I can’t help wondering

to look at television monitors.

produced the Ring cycle in Adelaide,

n

Gus
goss

hearing protection for some players, and

farce, The Strategist, from 30 September,

Emelie Melville companies.

‘If it isn’t, the house will become

A stopgap solution has meant mandatory

the rear stage scenery lift and the props

Yates. ‘We’ve come close to losing a

The artistic director of Opera Australia,

dysfunctional and ultimately obsolete.’

Polk also enjoyed a 10-week run in their

The
Princess
Theatre

Opera, occasionally serious but more

‘Doing nothing is not an option.’

director Chris Yates says it’s the first time

‘We’ve given up about a week of our

Quickly establishing herself as a local
favourite, Lee closed this first successful run

Nellie and Docie Stewart.

costumes and load them onto trucks before

This year Opera Australia has had to

première here on 3 June.

opera season with a company including

with a set. Especially when you have a

In fact the sightlines from the upper level

Grasshopper, which had its Australian

on 25 August and was followed by a comic

overnight to remove sets, props and

7.30 next morning.

Triumvirate’—and soon to become the most

actress, Jennie Lee, in Jo on 29 April 1882.

do major essential upgrades, that’s the

increasingly busy venue. There are few

Garner and Musgrove—known as ‘The

Their first attraction was the English

But he will not release details, schedules
Says designer Dan Potra: ‘It’s not just

the lease was taken up by the

newly formed partnership of Williamson,

powerful force in Australian theatre.

‘If you are going to have to close to

Also at a premium is time, which is
needed to schedule maintenance in an

theatre’s fortunes came when

But ideally the other work should be

Nutcracker will have two sets—one for

A

major turning point in the

In any case, the Opera Theatre will

stage and travels down to the scenery dock.

Storage is so critical at the height of

Melbourne stage-by-stage

to solve the shortcomings. ‘The only way is

slimmer and trimmer,’ says Staunton. ‘The

Forget-Me-Not.

The Australasian of 28 March 1885

Sir Henry Brougham Loch in attendance.

On 31 May The theatre closed for three

observed: ‘The Princess’s has a melancholy

weeks after the end of Ward’s very successful

and despairing look, as might be supposed.

Sullivan (including the Australian première

season in order to complete alterations

For, like any condemned thing, it is

of Princess Ida on 16 July 1887), interspersed

ordered for public safety by the Board of

gloomily awaiting its doom… Its days are

with drama but, little more than a year after

Health. It reopened on 21 June with Miss

numbered and its warrant of execution is

the theatre had opened, there occurred the

De Grey and a London company in a

written out. Very soon it will be only a

tragic incident that is the source of the most

Summer 2007

There followed more Gilbert and

famous anecdote in the Princess’s history.*
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American-born actress, Genevieve Ward, made
The Triumvirate which, in 1886 built the new Princess’s Theatre as we basically know it today:

her Australian début at the Princess’s in 1884 in

entrepreneurs Arthur Garner, J.C.Williamson and George Musgrove.

her most famous vehicle, Forget-Me-Not.

with his partners and withdrew from the

she demanded) £100 in cash before the

management, leaving Williamson and Garner

start of each performance, but even though

in sole control of the theatre.

admission prices were doubled, the box

end, Williamson presented his wife Maggie

office takings were unprecedented. In the

Moore in a season of comic plays from

Brown Potter, partnered by the handsome

wake of such glamorous success, the Princess’s

12 September 1891, followed by his own

English-born Kyrle Bellew, débuted in

now faced the severe economic depression

reappearance for a few nights from

Camille on 1 March. They became the

of the 1890s. Although it fared better than

24 October after a four-year absence.

A contemporary illustration of Pitt’s new Princess’s Theatre interior, seating 3950 people on

major dramatic attractions of the year,

other Melbourne theatres, expensive

three levels…’a revelation of artistic possibilities, of luxury and loveliness’.

although their season was broken by the

imported stars became a thing of the past

Australian première on 13 February 1892,

Picture courtesy Dr Mimi Colligan

Australian début of the famous English

and revivals of drama and opera made the

with Marie Halton. George Rignold

the stage name Federici and sang the role of

after the chaplain fainted—was the theatre’s

comic actor J.L.Toole. His company, which

major contributions to the theatre’s coffers.

presented an opulent production of A

Mephistopheles, collapsed after making his

first attraction after the opera, opening on

final exit, through a stage trapdoor, in a

31 March.

The beautiful American actress Mrs

On 3 March 1888, towards the end of
the opening night of the opera Faust,
Frederick Baker, an English bass who bore

cloud of smoke and flame. Although a doctor

Then came the Australian début of the

the colonies’.
The popular young Australian actress

included the young Irene Vanbrugh, played

Arthur Garner withdrew from the

him late in 1892.
Although their marriage was near its

The comic opera La Cigale had its

Midsummer Night’s Dream, with Rignold

Essie Jenyns and her stepfather, W.J.Holloway,

for two months from 5 April 1890. On 13

management leaving Williamson in sole

starred in a two-month Shakespearean

September the Royal Comic Opera

control until George Musgrove rejoined

London Gaiety Company, a short season

himself as Bottom the Weaver.
The year 1893 saw a farewell by the

was summoned and all known attempts to

Gaiety Burlesque Company with its stars,

season from 18 August, after which the

Company returned for another near nine-

revive him (including the application of

Nellie Farren and Fred Leslie, from the

Royal Comic Opera Company returned for

month season, which this time included the

by Bland Holt, and English actor-manager

galvanic batteries) were tried, Federici lay

famous Gaiety Theatre in London. The

a near nine-month run which included the

Australian première of Gilbert and

and ex-Gaiety member, Edward Terry, in

dead in the theatre’s green room, apparently

première on 16 June 1888 was ‘the occasion

Australian première of Gilbert and Sullivan’s

Sullivan’s The Gondoliers on 25 October.

his great success, Sweet Lavender by Pinero.

the victim of a heart attack.

Federici lay dead…thus
began the legend of the
Princess’s ghost.

The Yeomen of the Guard on 20 April 1889.

The outstanding event of 1891, indeed,

The Brough-Boucicault Company, who

the dramatic highlight of the era at the

had done much distinguished work at the

over to drama, the most notable being the

Princess’s, was the Australian début of the

Bijou over the past six years, now sub-let the

Australian première of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House

great French tragedienne Sarah Bernhardt

Princess’s, making their début here in Pinero’s

members of the company came to believe

on 14 September, with the English actress

on 30 May in La Dame Aux Camélias.

latest play, The Amazons, on 21 October 1893.

that Federici had been with them on stage

Janet Achurch as Nora.

The theatre’s flag flew at half-mast on
the following day and once news of the
tragedy spread, some of the more superstitious

The rest of that year was mainly given

As ‘the divine Sarah’ played entirely in

with the Melbourne première of Pinero’s

original English production, this great

audiences could consult translations of the

The Second Mrs Tanqueray, and on 8 September
also gave a first Melbourne production of
Oscar Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan.

Staged just over three months after its

to take his bows at the final curtain. Thus

of one of the wildest outbursts of

began the legend of the Princess’s ghost, sworn

enthusiasm that was ever witnessed in a

to have been sighted by actors and theatre

Melbourne theatre’, with a fashionable

radical work met with guarded critical

text; this irritated Bernhardt, however, and

staff ever since—a spectral figure in evening

audience ‘as densely packed as herrings in

approval, but the long dialogues and lack of

she later complained: ‘The white glimmer

dress, usually seated in the dress circle,

a cask’, according to The Argus. After the

plot bored some members of the audiences:

of the books and the regular turn of pages,

approvingly overseeing the latest production.

end of the run on 16 August, newspaper

‘There were noisy expressions of

like so many birds settling, well nigh

advertisements boasted that the company

impatience from a restless section of the

paralysed my energies.’

Warner, a pallbearer at Federici’s funeral—

had ‘played nightly to phenomenal receipts

occupants of the gallery’, The Argus noted.

who had completed reading the service,

that have far outstripped the best records of

The English star tragedian Charles
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The company returned on 28 July 1894

French, the house lights were left on so that

Early in 1890 George Musgrove fell out

ON STAGE

Bernhardt’s Melbourne season ran until
26 June with the star always being paid (as

After the close of the Christmas
pantomime on 26 January 1895, the theatre
itself closed for a week of renovations and
Master builder: William Pitt, architect of the

redecorations costing £3000.

new Princess’s Theatre, 1882.
Continued in the next edition of On Stage n
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The theatre whisperers

try not to speak over the singing, but with

for Marjorie and her team. ‘Our client

opera we read the surtitles, even if the opera

came up to us at the foyer table to return

through Arts Access at a discount rate for

Those who are blind or have vision impairment need not forgo the pleasures of a night at the theatre.

is in English like, for example Gilbert and

her equipment and burst into tears of

the vision impaired, provided the customer

Sullivan. Speaking over musical passages is

gratitude for the description she had just

is a member of Arts Access.

permitted only if the action requires us to

heard,’ she said.

T

hey aren’t the irritating theatre

we were able to organise the special

before the performances. This way they can

whisperers we’ve all endured of

equipment. Radio receivers were made for

locate the furniture and props and gain an

the ‘What did he say?’ or ‘Gimme

us by Telex Australasia in NSW and the

understanding of the size of the stage. The

another Jaffa’ or ‘What are they supposed

commentary box and headsets by Audio

actors also meet the unsighted patrons and,

to be doing now?’ variety.

Sigma in Western Australia.’

if the costumes are in any way unusual,

For 15 years, Vision Australia volunteer

The receiver is about the size of a

do so.’

‘It was the first time she had used the

It was after an opera, recently, that one
of those great theatre moments happened

Walkman, into which a discrete earpiece is

dedicated people have been performance

plugged. ‘It is not a huge set of headphones’,

same areas as the visually impaired clients

‘describers’ for the blind and vision impaired.

Marjorie says, ‘so the wearer looks just like

and accompany them to the theatre. Many

This is done through a small radio receiver

any other member of the audience.’

lasting friendships have been formed
between them in this way.

It began in 1992 when

Before the designated

also on the Victorian Heritage Register.

She is an inspirational woman and, at 97,

Bowl architect honoured

Australia: Melbourne

still speaks strongly and with conviction.’

A plaque at the Sidney Myer Music Bowl

Honour for Sue

now honours its architect, Barry Patten.

manager of Radio RPH of

describers familiarise

the Association for the

themselves by attending

architectural firm Yunken Freeman Brothers

Blind (now Vision Australia)

the shows three times,

Griffiths & Simpson, Patten submitted his

was granted a Churchill

twice in the theatre and

bold, innovative design for the Sidney Myer

Fellowship to study radio

once in the viewing room.

Music Bowl. The largest purpose-built outdoor

reading services for the

Blind patrons book for the

performance venue in Australia, it was opened

blind in the USA and Britain.

advertised described

by Prime Minister Robert Menzies in

While in America, he met

performance, and even if

February 1959.

Dr Margaret Pfanstiehl

there is only one booking

Now included on the Victorian and

who, herself vision impaired,

(an infrequent occurrence)

National Heritage Registers, the Bowl is a

had established an audio

the show goes on, described.

rare example of a large scale sound shell in

description service. In 1988

Blind patrons pick up

In 1957, as a member of the Melbourne

the Australian context.
At a recent ceremony attended by three

McMillan organised for

their receiver modules

Pfanstiehl and her husband

from another volunteer,

generations of the Patten family, Baillieu

Cody, to come to Australia

located near the program

Myer AC acknowledged Patten as a great

seller’s stand in the foyer, and sit wherever

architect and a valued friend.

production of The Crucible became the first

they have chosen—there are no special seats

Barry Patten died in 2003. Two of his

play to be audio-described for the blind and

provided, everywhere in the theatre is within

other designs, the Victorian State Government

informed of the service. The then reasonably

vision impaired. Today plays, operas and

range of the describer’s signal. They are

Offices (1962) and BHP House (1972) are

new Arts Centre was first.

musicals are all included in the repertoire.

asked to obtain help from the ushers if they

describers in a short, intensive course.
Next, the theatre managements were

‘[General manager] George Fairfax was

From the narration service’s earliest

need it.

delighted and went out of his way to help,’

days it has arranged for two performances

Marjorie told On Stage. ‘The result was

of each Melbourne Theatre Company

performance with a reading from the

the Playhouse, Fairfax and State theatres

production (usually at 6.30pm Tuesday and

program, including the cast list and other

were all involved in the service almost

4pm Saturday) to be available to the narration

names and details associated with the

from the start.

service. This continues to this day and will

production, and descriptions of costumes

when the MTC moves to its new theatre.

and sets.

‘This entails letting us use a small room
in each venue, with a view of the stage. In

At the same time approaches were

The description starts before the

made to the Regent, Comedy, Her

Marjorie West strongly states. ‘Once the

usually used for latecomers is used on

Majesty’s and the Princess. All were highly

curtain is up, describers keep narration to a

narration session days, and the only other

receptive, and descriptions have taken

minimum: the client must make up his or her

things we need are a power point and stage

place in all of them. As well as Melbourne,

mind as to the direction the action is taking.

sound through our headsets.

describers now operate in Sydney, Adelaide,

‘They’ll hear “She has fallen to the floor,

‘At the outset, the Arts Centre’s techo
Rod Brown acting as technical consultant,
helped us with costings and the special
equipment needed.
‘Thanks to the generosity of the Rotary
Club of Hawthorn, who provided $20 000,
Page 20

Brisbane, Canberra, Albury-Wodonga and

head on one side, eyes closed” not “She’s

Geelong; Perth is next.

dead”. And we never speak over the actors.’

As a further aid to enjoying their
productions, MTC has organised ‘tactile
tours’ of the stage for the blind and their
sighted volunteer companion one hour

for so long the city home of the MTC, had

annual Australia Business Arts Foundation
Awards, in recognition of her 40 years’
service to the performing arts and the
community.
‘Sue has played an invaluable part in
the cultural life of Australia,’ said ABAF
chief executive Kathy Keele at the presentation
dinner in Melbourne.
Sue was still a university student when
she took her first ‘official’ job in theatre—as
lighting board operator for Barry Humphries’
one-man show at the Assembly Hall in
Collins Street in 1962.
In the four decades since, Sue worked
for the Tivoli and Kenn Brodziak, was
general manager of the Arts Centre (1989–
1997), artistic director of the Melbourne
International Arts Festival in 1998 and 1999

a brief rebirth a few months ago as—would

and chief executive and artistic director of

you believe?—‘The Old Chinese Theatre’.

Summer 2007

The forlorn venue came alive as a home
for Children of the Night, a week-long live

Confederation of Australian International

entertainment spectacular, presented as a

Arts Festivals, and of the cultural program

highlight of L’Oréal Melbourne Fashion

working group for the Melbourne 2007

Festival 2006.
The publicity promised that ‘some of the

board member of Federation Square,

best bands and DJs in the country will

Melbourne and Olympic Parks and the

descend on Melbourne for the event.

Melbourne Football Club, and she chaired

Experience this dynamic temporary

the 2006 Commonwealth Games Cultural

dimension to the city’s nightlife, bringing

Working Group.

together talented bands and socially active

Nattrass said she was ‘thrilled to bits’ to

rather large challenge,’ Marjorie says. ‘We

ON STAGE

Murdoch Cultural Leadership Award at the

receive the ABAF award. She told The Age it

unveiling ceremony.

Russell Street resuscitated
The long-shuttered Russell Street Theatre,

World Swimming Championships. She is a

The architect’s widow, Patsy Patten, at the

‘Operas and musicals provide us with a

Australia: Melbourne

Trust, has received the Dame Elisabeth

She is currently Chair of the

Opera has proved to be top of the pops
for patrons of the describers.

Sue Nattrass AO, Patron of Victoria Theatres

the 2002 Adelaide Festival.

‘We do not give opinions or interpretations,’

the Playhouse, for instance, the room

n

Australia: Melbourne

description performances,

On Wednesday, 12 June 1991, the MTC’s

West on (03) 9864 9331, email marj.west@

All the world’s a stage

Lindsay McMillan, the then

and train six recruited volunteer audio

on (03) 9699 8497, or through Marjorie

just overwhelmed her.’

visonaustralia.org.

Sighted companions usually live in the

and a single earpiece.

Enquiries and future bookings can be
made through their Ease Ticketing Service

description equipment and her appreciation

allow them to touch them.

Marjorie West (pictured) and a team of 20

Early in 2007 tickets will be available

inner city dwellers that make the CBD tick.’
The program featured bands such as

was humbling to receive an award named

Midnight Juggernauts, My Disco, Pretty Girls

after such a generous arts patron.

Make Graves, Damn Arms and Wolf and Cub.

‘It’s not just the financial support Dame

A special Sunday line-up highlighted some of

Elisabeth has offered arts organisations over

Australia’s most notorious burlesque acts, such

the years, but her also her energy and support.

as Baby Take a Bow! and Hi Ball Burlesque. *
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Australia: Melbourne

Australia: Ballarat

Australia: Sydney

had ended the statue had mysteriously

Memorial remembered

Faded beauty gets a facelift

Guillermo’s generosity

disappeared. Using archival photographs,

The old Memorial Theatre in Acland Street,

Work has commenced on he first stage of a

Internationally renowned and much loved

St Kilda, is to get a new lease on life.

Mexican-Australian dancer and teacher,

replica in fibreglass, covered in gold leaf,

major refurbishment of one of Ballarat’s
oldest institutions, the Ballarat Mechanics’

Guillermo Keys-Arenas, whose death we

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial Hall on the

Institute at 117-119 Sturt Street, opposite

reported in Winter 2006 On Stage, has

corner of Albert Street.

Camp Street.

bequeathed some very rare items to the

The theatre is in the familiar four-storey

Designed by the highly-regarded architects

sculptor Harry Franchetti has created a
completing the restoration of the Grade II
listed building.

library of the McDonald College, North

Hudson and Wardrop, who later were

Strathfield, one of the country’s leading

responsible for the Shrine of Remembrance,

performing arts schools.

the hall was built in 1924 with £39 500 raised

Included are dance books personally

from Anzac carnivals and appeals, which was

signed by Martha Graham, Jose Limon,

supplemented by £3000 from the local council.

Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, Lois

The restoration is part of a $6m plan

eventually removing all of the building’s
original charm.

Horst and Edouard Borovansky.

that will include a new café and shops and

In 1998 it was rescued by real-estate

The gift also includes a collection of

18 apartments. These will be built on the

exquisite original crayon costume designs

car park at the rear of the building.

by Xavier Lavelle. These will be framed

tycoon Hubert Martigny, who determined
to recapture the Art Deco spirit of the
original. Refurbishment commenced in 2004.

and displayed in McDonald College’s library.

The auditorium now has a steeper
gradient and the seating has been reduced

Australia: Canberra
Pavlova was welcomed back by a bevy

Keeper of the dance

of young dancers from the theatre’s current

Lee Christofis is the new curator of dance
at the National Library of Australia. He

hit, the musical version of Billy Elliott.
London theatre lore has it that Pavlova

replaces Michelle Potter who been

never saw the original: she was extremely

appointment to head the Jerome Robbins

superstitious and though she danced at the

Dance Division at the New York Public

Victoria Palace, she would avert her gaze

Library.

whenever she was outside the building.

Christofis is perhaps best known to the
The building, now on the Victorian

Australian, Dance Australia, Brolga and Dance

constructed in two stages in 1860 and 1869.

Forum, and as a broadcaster for ABC Radio

Art Deco gem reopens

Its subscription library has operated

National and Classic FM arts and music

continuously for 140 years and has more

programs. He has a wide knowledge of

After a four-year restoration, Paris’s Art Deco

than 500 current members.

dance in Australia and experience in the

collection of 19th century print material,
including runs of many newspapers dating

Memorial in November 1927 with the film
Sweethearts and a live show of ‘exciting
corroboree turns with eight full-blooded

arts and education, ranging from early
childhood through to multicultural arts.
Christofis will be a key figure in The

from the 1850s and many journals and

Ballets Russes in Australia, a collaborative

monographs on scientific and general

research project with The Australian Ballet

interest subjects.

and the University of Adelaide.

Guided tours of the building are held in
Heritage Week.
The City of Ballarat has approved the

Aboriginals’. It operated as an unpretentious

construction of a new veranda on Sturt Street,

but generally well-patronised revivals

roof replacement, upgraded fire escapes,

cinema until 1958.

renewal of electrical and fire services, an

The great Anna Pavlova once again dances

by Hoyts and the Palais and was later used
as a movie studio for Pan Pacific Films.
Most recently it housed the graduating
students from the nearby National Theatre
Drama School’s end-of-year production
Who’s Afraid of the Working Class?
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hydraulic lift and refurbished amenities.
The theatre within the building has
operated as a cinema under various names,
and in its day has also housed many
amateur live productions.
Plans to restore it are not included in
the current upgrading work.

Salle Pleyel (below) reopened on 13 September
with a gala concert by the Orchestre de
Paris playing Mahler’s Symphony No. 2.
The hall has had a chequered history. It
was built in 1927 by the famous piano
manufacturers, but burnt down nine
months later. It was rebuilt on the cheap.
Subsequent generations tinkered with it,

England: London
A second piece of Pavlova

In its later years it was managed jointly

France: Paris

Register of Historic Buildings, was

The Institute has a nationally significant

The 750-seat theatre opened as the

public as a writer on dance for The

atop the cupola of the Victoria Palace, the
grand variety theatre designed for entrepreneur

To improve the acoustics, architect
François Ceria and Artec Consultants Inc.,

MacArthur Vance, the 1400-seat Colonial

the acclaimed New York sound gurus, have

was, from its opening in 1903 to the early

encircled the platform with a wooden wall

’30s, regular host to performers like Sarah

and added four narrow side balconies and a

Bernhardt, George M. Cohan, the Barrymores,

number of rows behind the orchestra,

Kriesler, Paderewski, Rachmaninoff, Will

replacing the old organ with a human reflector.

Rogers, Pavlova, John Philip Sousa and the

The restoration was funded by France’s

a cinema in 1937, but by 1952 it was

rent the Salle Pleyel from Martigny for 50

housing a local paint business.

years, after which it will be entitled to buy
the hall for €1.

when Hillary Rodham Clinton, then the

United States: Pittsfield
Colonial reborn

damage, and partly because it was
considered to be a landmark target for

was worth fighting for,’ said John Bissell, a

little to offer its 45 000 residents, and even

local businessman and a prominent figure

less to attract potential visitors.

in moves to revitalise Pittsfield.

That all changed on 29 August 2006.
After a two-year, $US22m ($A28.6)

A 2002 study forecast that restoration of
the theatre would bring $2m ($A2.6) a year

restoration, the century-

in direct economic benefits to Pittsfield and

old Colonial Theatre

an increase in local property values of at

(above, right) has

least $23m ($A21.92m). Ultimately, some

reopened for a year-

$7m ($A9.1m) came from donations, the

round season that

rest from city, state and federal grants and

kicked off with a week’s

tax credits.
Nevertheless, the renovation remains a
gamble. David W. Fleming, the theatre’s
recently hired executive director, said that

40 events were scheduled

the Colonial would have an annual

for the rest of the year.

overhead of at least $US750 000 ($A975 000)

architect, Joseph
Summer 2007

‘Save America’s Treasures’ tour. ‘She made

Until recently Pittsfield, Massachusetts, had

Designed by a local

enemy bomber pilots. By the time the war

First Lady, visited the Colonial as part of a
us realise we had a national treasure that

After that, more than

1939, partly to save it from possible war

The idea of transforming the city into a
cultural centre received a boost in 1998,

company of Rent.

The original statue was removed in

touring Ziegfeld Follies. The Colonial became

Ministry of Culture, which has agreed to

visit by a touring

Alfred Butt by Frank Matcham in 1911.

ON STAGE

from 2370 to 1913.

and expected artists’ fees, marketing and
stagehand costs to amount to a similar

*
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figure. ‘That means,’ said Mr. Fleming, ‘that

theatre during war service in Heidelberg,

future revenues. The next potential steps

the theatre will need to fill about 60 per

Germany, where he worked with an amateur

for the Met will be to offer performances on

cent of its seats if it is to pay half its annual

US theatre company and ‘got the monkey

satellite, on-demand cable, DVD and CD.

expenses from ticket sales. Ideally I’d like

on my back’. In his basement he stores his

to see us cover more like 65 per cent, with

library of theatre books, DVDs and laserdiscs

($A643 000) promotional campaign, with

the rest coming from annual donations.’

and filing cabinets full of theatre programs

ads at subway entrances, on buses, phone

and clippings. ‘I have the collector’s personality,

The Colonial has a proscenium opening
9.75m wide by 9.14m high, with 4.5m of

obsessive-compulsive,’ he confessed.

wing space on either side. The flyspace or

Boling buys all his own tickets,

grid is at 19.5m. The stage is 10.36m deep,

spending nearly $US9000 ($A11 700) a

which is more than most Broadway

year, and donates large sums to theatres.

theatres.

This has caused him to ‘run up tremendous

The entire building is 44.2m deep by

debt on plastic. I just need to be more

19.8m wide. The restoration program has

disciplined about not giving money away’.

retained the stage’s original flooring.

He recently remarried his former wife, from

Pittsfield’s population has fallen steadily
since General Electric, which once employed
more than 10 000 workers in Pittsfield, shut
down most of its operations.
The theatre will have to rely in part on

whom he had been divorced 20 years ago.
‘My wife doesn’t have the obsession
that I do,’ he says ruefully.
And he also collects coins.

out-of-town audiences to fill its now 810

United States: New York

seats. Nevertheless Fleming believes that

Opera in the ear

people will come, not only to visit but also
to live. He cites the rise of the local real
estate market since the Colonial restoration
project was announced.
‘When new businesses come to town,’
he says, ‘every single one cites the rebirth
of the Colonial as a primary reason why
they chose this location.’

USA: Seattle
Theatre tragic
Meet Joe Boling. He likes theatre. And he goes.
The Seattle Times has revealed that in
one year Boling managed to attend 427
theatrical productions, 8.2 per week. He
routinely sees four shows on Saturdays.

He was from Adelaide, as was Tom Fairlie.

Uruguay: Montevideo

Q2 Before that, what had you done?

and tappers. Betty Pounder choreographed

CW: I’d worked on television with Bert

a sequence especially for them in the

J.C.Williamson’s.

Birthday beauty

They were both very talented dancers

Newton in The Late Show, and at the

Montevideo’s Teatro Solís, the oldest opera

Tivoli as a Tivoli Topper, a dancer, in

house still in use in the Western Hemisphere,

the revue Avec Pleasure.

is celebrating its 150th anniversary.
After 14 years’ construction, the

show. They were horses in the song ‘I’ve
Backed the Winner of the Cup’!
Q12 Where did the show play when it

Q3 Where did you study?

went on tour?

CW: In Melbourne at a musical theatre

CW: Sydney, Adelaide, Brisbane and then

building opened with a performance of

school in the suburbs and then later with

Verdi’s Ernani on 25 August 1856—about

Paul Hammond doing further ballet study

Q13 What was the reaction across the Tasman?

in the city.

CW: I was quite surprised because I didn’t

five months ahead of the United States’

to New Zealand.

oldest opera house, the Academy of Music,

Q4 When was this?

expect them to be hostile, but they were.

situated in Philadelphia.

CW: In the late ’50s.

I thought they would be very friendly

Q5 What was the rehearsal period like for

and almost like part of Australia, but

The theatre was named for the Spanish
explorer Juan Díaz de Solís. It has hosted
such luminaries as Enrico Caruso, Arthur

The Sentimental Bloke?

they went to great lengths to let us know

CW: We had six weeks’ rehearsal. It was a

they were more English than Australian.
They were more interested at the time

Segovia, Anna Pavlova, Alexander

musical, and we had a very friendly

in supporting their own amateur shows

archival performances available over the

Godunov, Sarah Bernhardt, Vivian Leigh,

cast. It was also exciting working with

than seeing something from Australia.

internet for streaming and downloading as

the principals, especially Gloria Dawn

We started in Auckland and then went

podcasts, and will broadcast six live

and Frank Ward. They were so funny.

down the island playing all the small

performances to movie theatres.

Q6 Were there changes to the script and

‘I think what I’m doing is exactly what

music during the rehearsal period?

the Met engaged me to do, which is build

CW: There were not a lot in the music, but

bridges to a broader public,’ said the Met’s

there were many changes in the script

new general manager, Peter Gelb. He said

for the two comedy parts of Frank Ward

the move will widen opera’s appeal for a

and Gloria Dawn.

younger generation.

Q7 So they brought some of their

‘This is not about dumbing down the

vaudeville experience to their roles?

Met; it’s just making it accessible.’

CW: They certainly did, and most of their

The Met is restoring its archival broadcasts

suggestions were taken on board.

and has completed more than 400 of about

with the 30 December performance of Julie

John Gielgud and Michael Redgrave.
Teatro Solis was designed the Italian

Carole Walker and Barry Collins celebrate
their marriage by preparing for the evening
show. Carole Walker’s musical theatre credits
include Half A Sixpence, Sail Away, Hello, Dolly!,
The Sentimental Bloke, Salad Days, and Irma La
Douce among others. The Sentimental Bloke
opened at the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne,
on 4 November 1961.

towns as well as the cities, Wellington
and Christchurch. We were not a success
and the management blamed it on the
scandal.
Q14 What scandal?
CW: Edwin Ride and Patsy Hemingway,
who played the leads, were having an
affair, and he was still married to
somebody in Canberra. Once the papers

theatre when they were young. They

got hold of the story it was in all the

Q8 What was it like working with Gloria Dawn?

were even upset about us going into the

New Zealand papers and it followed us

CW: Wonderful, because she was such a

city in slacks.

everywhere.

very down-to-earth person. There were

architect Carlo Zucchi, followed by the

never any airs or graces. If you saw her

Spaniard Francisco Xavier Garmendia.

coming into the theatre she looked like

Q10 Different times. When the show opened,
it was a hit, wasn’t it?
CW: Yes. Williamson’s had only booked it

Q15 Was it the reason the show didn’t fire
over there?
CW: I don’t think so. They just weren’t

the cleaning lady! She never dressed up

in for six weeks at the Comedy and then

or put on any show, she was always ‘I

it just took off. All told, I think we played

On the actual anniversary date,

am what I am’. Her husband Frank

18 months, including the tours of course.

Other scheduled simulcasts are I Puritani,

25 August 2006, Teatro Solis presented

Cleary had a small role in the show.

the 13 January world première of Tan

Puccini’s Tosca, staged by Argentine director

Ronnie Shand and Letty Craydon were

I have to ask you about your marriage.

Dun’s The First Emperor starring Placido

Roberto Oswald with Federico García Vigil

in it, and so were Lulla Fanning and

You got married during the show, didn’t

play some places in New South Wales

Domingo, Eugene Onegin starring Renee

conducting the Philharmonic Orchestra of

Jean Battye.

you?

and Victoria. We had a reduced chorus

Taymor’s English language adaptation of
The Magic Flute, conducted by James Levine.

Fleming, and new productions of The Barber

touring children’s show at noon, a two

of Seville and Il Trittico. The Met is also in

o’clock matinée, a show at the Children’s

discussions with potential partners in Asia.
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kiosks and street banners.

Metropolitan Opera is to make hundreds of

Canada, the United States and Britain, began

Joseph E. Boling became interested in

performance. I married Barry Collins.

CW: No, but it was my first musical with

very exciting time for me being my first

The live broadcasts to movie theatres in

eight, then a late-night show.’

Q1 Was The Sentimental Bloke your first show?

Rubinstein, Isadora Duncan, Andrés

through the ‘Rhapsody’ internet service.

Theatre at 5:30, a regular production at

Former J.C.Williamson leading lady Carole Walker answers 20 questions from Peter Pinne about her time in
the original Australian production of The Sentimental Bloke.

In an effort to reach a broader audience, the

1400. The downloads will be available

‘You can do five, actually,’ he said. ‘A

The Met has also launched a $US500 000

Carole Walker remembers ‘The Bloke’

The union representing the orchestra
has agreed to allow unlimited use of the

A six-year $A18.36m renovation was
completed in 2004.

Q9 So you had a lot of old troupers?

Montevideo.
The sesquicentennial season concluded

CW: Definitely. They were very upset

Q11 That’s pretty good for any show. Now,

CW: Yes, married between shows! The cast
sang a song from the show as I was

with Verdi’s La Traviata, with sets from New

because we’d [the chorus girls] come

coming out of Wesley Church—‘Happy

York City Opera, USA, and costumes from

into the theatre in slacks. They said we

is the Bride that the Sun Shines On’—

the Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires, Brazil. n

should have worn hats and gloves, like

then it was back to the evening

Met broadcasts in return for a share of

interested in seeing anything coming out
of Australia.
Q16 You played an Australian country tour,
didn’t you?
CW: Yes, mainly Queensland, but we did

and the accompaniment was on piano
and drums.
Q17 How many performances did you give
in these towns?
CW: All we ever did was one night. We *

they used to when they came into the
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News from the
Performing Arts Collection

travelled in the daytime, then set up
and ironed our costumes. We didn’t stay
in hotels. We were billeted with families,
because some of the towns we went to
about four o’clock and they would have

Ednaville—up
and running

a meal waiting for us. It was a bit of a

Tim Fisher reports on

strain really, because all you wanted to

the Arts Centre’s

do was relax when you got to a new

current exhibition:

town. Then after the show there were

Ednaville is now up and

always lots of lamingtons and cakes, and

running and has been

cups of tea. So everybody put on weight.

received warmly by the

didn’t have hotels. We would arrive

Q18 With it being Edwin Ride’s first

The exhibition has been
updated to include Kylie
Minogue’s more recent
tour costumes, such as
the spectacular blue
showgirl costume
created by British
designer John Galliano
for her Showgirl tour

visiting public. It was

professional show, how did the other

programmed to

more experienced actors react to him in

complement the show

the major role?

Dame Edna’s Back with a

CW: They had no problem with it. He had

in 2005.
Kylie—the Exhibition
begins at the V&A
Museum in London then

Vengeance as well as

been doing the role non-professionally

coinciding with the

in Canberra and he looked exactly right.

Golden Jubilee of her first

He was very good in the part, and he

appearance on the

was a very nice person. He worked well

Australian stage.

with people. He was a professional.

travels to the
Manchester Art Gallery,
before finishing in
Scotland at the
Kelvingrove Art Gallery

As reported in the last

Q19 How did the J.C.Williamson

and Museum

issue of On Stage, the

management react to having a hit?

in Glasgow.

idea for Ednaville was

were just happy to have work past the

Edna’s roots in a lively

New Cultural
Collections kit

six weeks they thought it would run.

and funny way, as well as

A new collection kit has

to convey something of

been recently produced

the sources for her early

to promote the Arts

satire, which was

Centre’s Cultural

suburban, domestic and

Collections: The Art

‘close to the bone’.

Collection and Performing

Almost the entire

Arts Collection.

CW: They never played it up, and the cast

somehow to personify

Q20 So I suppose The Sentimental Bloke
holds fond memories for you?
CW: Yes, it was a wonderful introduction
to musical theatre. It was a hit, and,
even better, it was Australian.

n

exhibition content came
The cast in the ‘Sunday Arvo’ number in Act One.

The kit consists of a

from the people of

booklet giving an

Melbourne, and hence our

overview of the

visitors have a strong sense

collections, and a series

of nostalgic connection to

of information sheets

the exhibition.

focusing on specific

The process of pulling

areas of each collection.

together a large amount

As a special feature

of disparate material from

David McAllister, artistic director of The Australian Ballet, photographed by

of the kit, leading

45 suburban lenders and

Jeff Busby at the Arts Centre Performing Arts Collection Storage and Research

performing arts

fitting these into an imaginary

Facility, 2006.

photographer Jeff Busby

space (36 Humoresque Street,
Moonee Ponds) under the watchful eye of a
renowned living artist and satirist has been
an interesting one, to say the least. What
we hoped to achieve was a funny, satirical
and perhaps slightly disturbing view of the
‘Australian way of life’ in 1956.
Judging from our collective audience
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exhibition visitors) and the recognition that
there is ‘a little bit of Edna in all of us’.
A full colour room brochure, Ednaville:
An Historic Home, is available free of charge
in the George Adams Gallery. The
exhibition runs until 18 February 2007.

Kylie goes abroad

was commissioned to create
a series of portraits of performers and artists
associated with the collections.
Those chosen to be photographed
include Barry Humphries, Noel Crombie,
Rod Quantock, David McAllister, Inge
King and Clinton Nain.
A copy of the Cultural Collections kit is

feedback (eavesdropping) what we have

Having attracted record crowds around

included with this edition of On Stage. It is

actually produced is a bit of a ‘hoot’ (a

Australia, Kylie, the exhibition is set to tour

also available to the public throughout the

collective noun for a group of laughing

the United Kingdom from February 2007.

Arts Centre foyers.

Summer 2007
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The Princess of a party

I

It was all stops out when the Prinny People held a Back To…
Several people came from interstate,

And the stars? Legendary, too: from

We Wouldn’t Look Back’. Well, on 3

including entrepreneur Frederick J. Gibson,

overseas came Margaret Rutherford, Diana

October 2006 close on 100 veterans of the

Carroll’s nephew.

Barrymore, Laurence Olivier, Vivien

n Salad Days, Judy Banks sang ‘We Said

great Garnet H. Carroll era did look back

For two decades from 1947 Garnet H.

Leigh, Danny Kaye, Ray Milland, Robert

when they returned to Carroll’s beloved theatre

Carroll and his son, John, steered the

Morley, Jessie Matthews, Marlene Dietrich,

for an afternoon of convivial nostalgia.

destiny of the ‘Prinnie’. Many of Carroll’s

Ralph Richardson, Basil Rathbone, Jeff

shows have become legendary: The Sound

Warren. And so much ‘local’ talent: June

of Music, Kismet, Robert and Elizabeth, Salad

Bronhill, John McCallum, Gloria Dawn,

Café, spread into the stalls foyers, and ended

Days, The Music Man, Carousel, Bells are

Franquin, Toni Lamond, Jeff Warren,

in the welcoming warmth of the auditorium.

Ringing, are just a few.

Judy Banks...

Organised by Harry Starling and Phil
A’Vard, the reunion started in the Federici

This page, clockwise from top left: Harry Starling with Garnet H.
This page, clockwise from top left: John Rickard and Geraldene Morrow;

Carroll memorial plaque in the stalls foyer; Frederick Gibson; The

Harry Starling, Phil A’Vard, Roger Myers; Gordon Boyd; Terry Donovan and

crowd in foyer; Patsy Hemingway and Patsy King; Maureen Howard and

Diana Goller.

Patricia Vivian-Lall; Exchanging memories in the Federici Café
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It didn’t always close on Saturday night
Satirical review lasted eight years in Melbourne, surviving the introduction of television and frequently feeding it
with talent. It was close to its demise, however, as Peter Pinne reports in Part 4 of his exploration
of Australian intimate review.

D

uring the 1960s, Alan Money

Arrow Theatre, Middle Park from

particular, showed herself as a versatile and

created The Muse, a small theatre

11 December 1963. A combination of revue,

refreshingly resourceful comedienne’

behind Brummell’s coffee lounge

Christmas Crackers, and pantomime, The

(Listener In-TV). The show played Wednesdays

at 105 Commercial Road, South Yarra, and

Witch’s Wink, was written by Homewood

to Saturdays.

at one time launched ‘Friday Night at the

and Moore and starred Helen Thomas,

Homewood’s next venture surfaced at

Muse’, a series of

the Big Fat Black

intimate revues which

Pussy Cat, Toorak

began with An A-Muse-

Road, when Claws To

ing Revue (4 May 1962).

Phobias opened

Written by Peter

(21 September1964)

Homewood, with music

with a cast including

by Lindsay Moore, the

Angela O’Toole,

show starred Helen

Yvonne Kosky and

Thomas, Angela

Clive Winmill.

O’Toole, Marion Weir,

The year 1963

Keith Marx, John

also saw the creation

Keogh, Geoffrey

of a new intimate

Fitzpatrick, and

theatre called IN.

introduced the ‘Jewels’,

Situated at the Village

Janice Wakely, Helen

Inne Restaurant, 278

Homewood and Hazel

Toorak Road, South

Grace with Mark

Yarra, and seating

Sykes.

60, the venue opened

The first half was

with IN-timate

called ‘This is a way of

(31 October 1963), a

life’ and concentrated

revue produced by

on sending-up

Jim Bayne with

contemporary subjects:

music by Lindsay

the Moomba Parade

Moore, and featuring

(‘Moomba’), Jacqueline

Barry Hamilton,

Kennedy (‘This Year

Kym Parry, Marion

Of Grace’); while the

Weir and Bob Morris.

second half, ‘This Was

‘Pokes gentle fun

A Way Of Life’, was

at aspects of the

done in period costume

current Melbourne

and sent up the then

scene, social and

popular Music Hall

theatrical’ said

style of entertainment.
A year later Homewood and Moore
were back again with Oops! (4 July 1963),
this time assisted by Jim Bayne (Bain) in

Judy Banks (left) and Joan Harris in Cultured
Pearls, which played the National Theatrette
in 1965.

Listener In-TV, going
on to identify the best items as ‘Gym Class’,
‘Suckerware’ (a salesmanship satire), ‘Weetie’,
a Readers’ Digest skit (‘Digest The Reader’),

the writing department; Beverly Richards

Angela O’Toole, Rona Goldsmith, Keith

plus the ensemble numbers ‘A Waltz

did choreography, and the cast included

Marx, Don McLennan, and the ‘Jewels’,

Scream,’ ‘Spirit Of Christmas,’ ‘Cuckoo

Marie Redshaw, Ruth Yaffe, Anne Moffatt,

Helen Homewood, Jenny Ham and Dolores

Clock’ and ‘Camelot Revisited’.

Alan Forsythe, Eric Donnison, and the

Waters. Moore was on piano with Ian Pulling,

‘Jewels’, Janice Wakely, Helen Homewood

and choreography was by David Spurling.

and Dawn Deidrikson. The show played
for six weeks, Thursdays to Saturdays.
When The Muse burnt down, Money
presented his next ‘Muse’ venture at the
Page 30

‘Helen Thomas and Keith Marx, who

On 18 February 1964 the show
transferred to the Ress-Oriental Hotel for
an eight-week season.

contributed the best comic sketches in the

Bayne had previously written and

revue section, again proved themselves the

directed two revues at the Muse Theatre,

backbone of the show. Miss Thomas, in

Bubble ’N Shriek (23 February 1962), a

ON STAGE

student revue that had transferred from the

venue in Exhibition Street called The Gods.

Wal Cherry had a return to the revue

Union Theatre, and The Bad Companions

It would later become famous as Tikki and

medium at his Emerald Hill Theatre, South

(8 July 1962).

John’s, but when it opened it played revue

Melbourne, when he presented A Funny

in the first half and old-time songs in the

Thing Happened on the Way to the Front

again in 1964 when they wrote and

second. Scripters were John (Michael)

(12 November 1966). This, a Goon-type

produced Psst! Revue (23 February 1965), an

Howson, Geoff Fitzpatrick and Peter

anti-war protest piece, had a script by Jeff

‘official’ Moomba revue where the Queen

Homewood, who also directed.

Underhill, direction by George Whaley,

Homewood and Bayne joined forces

of Moomba actually got crowned during

The cast included Helen Thomas, Jan

and a cast that included David Spurling,

the show. It played at the National

Kosky, David Doran and Eric Donnison,

Keith Davies, Stanley Page, Julie Fermanis,

Theatrette, Toorak Road, South Yarra, and

with Don Towner on piano. Norma Webster

Glen Tomasetti and Jerri Mann, who also

starred Marion

played piano.

Edward, Su Israel,

Laurie Landray

Helen Homewood,

(Listener In-TV) said the

Rosalie Horner and

‘shatteringly clever finale

Alan Forsythe, with

and Glen Tomasetti

special guest artists

singing her own “Ballad

during the season:

Of Bill White” are the

Helen Thomas, Dy

only really moving

Nicholls, Marion Weir,

pieces in a fast moving

Berry Ferber, Barry

show…All the available

Hamilton and Ted

targets in the anti-

Dunn. Music was by

conscription campaign—

Bayne and Lindsey

which the show supports—

Moore, choreography

are lampooned with sharp

by Colin Griffiths, and

barbs from a variety of

musical direction by

notable pens.’ It was the

Gillian Wood.

last show to play the

Homewood and

Emerald Hill Theatre.

Bayne’s next venture

The only satirical

was Cultured Pearls (25

television show of any

September 1965), a

significance to emanate

revue to raise money

from Melbourne in the

for the building of the

’50s and ’60s was HSV-

Southbank Cultural

7’s short-lived weekly

Centre (today’s Arts

Buster Fiddess rehearses for HSV-7’s live

Centre), which also played the National

weekly revue show, Bandwagon, 1960.

Theatrette. It starred Judy Banks, Joan

series Bandwagon
(1959/60). A forerunner of ATN-7 Sydney’s
hugely successful The Mavis Bramston Show

Harris, Brian Card and Barry Hamilton,

did choreography. In Listener In-TV Laurie

(1964), it was produced by Joy Youlden and

with music by Ed Bailey, additional music

Landray called it ‘sharp and topical’, and

starred Judy Banks, Judd Laine, Joy

by Lindsay Moore, musical direction by

said the cast of four must be the ‘hardest

Grisold, Graeme Bent, Toni Rees, Michael

Don Towner and Ian Pearce, and

worked in town, but they love every

Cole, John D’Arcy, Heather Horwood,

choreography by Norma Webster. Scripts

minute.’ He liked Kosky as ‘a suburban

Buster Fiddess and Diana Bell, with Les

were by John (Michael) Howson, Andrew

matron, haunting trials for unmentionable

Patching as musical director.

Murrell, Richard Summons, Oscar Sinclair,

offences’, Thomas as an ‘awful schoolgirl and

and Homewood and Bayne.

as an old Gaiety Girl’, and Doran’s sketch

the act by producing one-offs or using the

on the ‘sheer hell of decimals’.

odd revue number in one of their variety

Like The Muse, fire unfortunately wiped
out this venue too, so Homewood found a

The second edition brought a change of

Occasionally ABV-2 (ABC-TV) got into

shows sung by performers schooled in the

new home, the Arts Theatre, behind St

cast and a ‘high standard of musical numbers,’

genre—Joy Grisold and Graeme Bent in

Martin’s Church in Cromwell Road, South

according to the same critic, who mentioned

Saturday Night Party (1959), Pat Raye in

Yarra. His opening production was the

Martin Magee’s ‘Terpsichorean Of The Year’,

With A View To Revue (25 February 1960),

revue Arting Around (14 September 1966)

Carol Ann Aylett’s ‘sex and politics role as

Jon Finlayson, Judy Banks and Gaynor

which starred Anne Phelan, Suzy Kendall

Mme La Bour’, Terry Gill’s ‘deadpan Great

Bunning in Personally Yours (1962), Barbara

and Hayden Spencer.

Australian Film Scenario’, and Ruth Yaffe’s

Angell and Marion Becroft in Pieces Of Eight

‘Jewish phone conversation’’. Other subjects

(1964), and Jon Finlayson, Norman Kaye,

skewered included Moomba and Melbourne.

Helen Thomas and Peter Homewood in

Nectar of the Gods (15 January 1966)
opened at a 90-seat theatre restaurant

Two For The Tightrope (7 August 1970).
Summer 2007
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The latter was a revue with sketches by the

Carmont, Sue Walker and Ann Aczel. John

John McKellar, Jon Finlayson, John

Anglican bishop of north-west Australia,

McKellar, Dot Mendoza, Jim Wallett and

Michael Howson, Lois Ramsey, Jeffrey

Bishop Howell Witt.

Ron Fraser all wrote new material for

Leask, Peter Homewood, John Pratt, Ray

Melbourne, which also featured a new

Taylor, Peter Narroway, Michael Harvey

shows starring Barry Humphries, Hour

London inclusion, ‘Post Bag Rag’ by David

and Sybil Graham. The critics were

Variety Show (22 January 1959), which

Heneker, Julian More and Monty Norman.

divided. Howard Palmer (The Sun News-

Notable ABV-2 one-offs included two

introduced ‘Wild Life In Suburbia’ to

Pictoria) said, ‘where this is good it is very,

television viewers for the first time, and Trip

very good’, and Geoffrey Hutton (The Age)

Tease And High Cs (5 March 1959), which

called it ‘Fast and Oh So Bright’, but

saw further instalments of his Edna Everage

Gerald Mayhead’s Herald review was a

and Sandy Stone characters.

downer, claiming two thirds of the show
were good and the rest needed work. He

Finally we come to the Phillip Theatre

then went on to sing the praises of the

and their forays down south.

Melbourne writers, Howson, Homewood

The first was The Phillip Street Revue
which opened at the Comedy Theatre on

and Finlayson and ignored the Sydney

21 May 1960. This was the production that

contingent.
The title was a dig at the then Premier

had tried out at the old Phillip Street
Theatre, Sydney, the last show at that

of Victoria, Sir Henry Bolte. Local targets

famous venue.

included: Hornery (in flesh pink stockings)
as a Myer Window dummy (‘Exhibitionist’/

A compilation of the ‘best of’ Phillip
Street revues up to that time, it starred

Fraser), Hornery and Adams in a satire of

Max Oldaker, Lyle O’Hara, Jill

the movie Midnight Cowboy (‘Midnight

Perryman, Rod Milgate, Barbara

Jackeroo’/Howson), Hornery in a sketch

Wyndon, Kevan Johnston, Deidre

about St Kilda Beach’s impure water—

Green and Peter Kenna. Ray Cook

‘effluvia is groovier’, (‘The Right Honourable

was musical director, assisted by Sybil

Water’/McKellar), and Bradley, Hornery

Graham (piano), and Ted Secombe (drums).

and Pratt as cat burglars (‘Der Katz’/ Howson).

Critics carped that the show ‘lacked the

Program cover, Oh, Sir Henry!, 1970.

roundelay with the cast dressed as Greek

spice of immediate topicality’ (The Age), but
audiences were delighted. They loved

The show opened with a clever

Karlin took the notices: ‘Shines

gods singing the titles of Melbourne
suburbs (‘The Beginning’/McKellar-Narroway).

‘Members of the Wedding’ (Dudley Goldman/

throughout the show’ (Leonard Radic, The

John McKellar), a riotously funny piece done

Age); ‘Brilliant satirist and comic actress’

by the company about an ‘ocker’ wedding

(Listener In-TV). Radic also said ‘half the acts

folded very quickly. It really marked the

with everyone getting progressively drunk.

are satirical, and pointed at the local scene.

end of intimate revue in Melbourne.

It had originally been seen in Cross Section

The best of them are sharp and very witty’.

Great change was in the air.

(1957). Jack Hibberd later used the same

Subjects skewered were footballers, politicians,

La Mama and the Pram Factory were

idea for his wildly successful play, Dimboola

female swimmers, TV personalities, and the

just around the corner with a renaissance

(1969). O’Hara was singled out for her

Pill. As well as Karlin, Radic also liked Wyndon

of new Australian plays and playwrights not

‘Heavenly Centaur’ sketch again, Wyndon

in half a dozen roles, and Harvey, ‘especially

seen since the late 1950s, and the television

was praised for ‘Harpy’, and the old warhorse,

in his early act where he downs pint after pint

and film industry were about to take off in

‘Soap Opera’ had them in the aisles as usual.

while praising life in Nunawading’.

a big way.

Oh, Sir Henry! was not a success and

The final Phillip Theatre production

There was no room for intimate revue

excellent, especially in his item called “Red

was specifically designed for Melbourne

in its old form. The carnival was over, but

Shadow”’ and O’Hara was ‘wonderfully

and was only seen here. Oh, Sir Henry!

the legacy of talent it produced would be

funny in the “Swan Like” episode’.

opened on 12 September 1970 at the

heard around the world for the next 30 years.

The Advocate thought ‘Oldaker was

During the season the show was recorded
live by Score.
The next Phillip Theatre show to come

Athenaeum Theatre, Collins Street, with a
starry cast which included Sheila Bradley,
Bob Hornery, Peter Adams, Maggie Dence,

to Melbourne was Is Australia Really

Sue Walker, David Ravenswood, Andrew

Necessary? (18 February 1965) which played

McLennan, John Pratt, David Phillips,

the Tivoli. With the exception of Red

Lynne Dutton, Robyn Fisher and Margaret

Moore the cast was the same as in Sydney:

Burns. It was devised and directed by Alan

Miriam Karlin, Alton Harvey, Barbara

Babbage, with choreography by Robina Beard,

Wyndon, Mark McManus, Darlene Johnson,

and musical direction by Peter Narroway.

Donald Macdonald, John Rickard, Mal
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Sketches, music and lyrics were by

- Peter Pinne
In the next issue of On Stage, Peter Pinne
begins his exploration of the history of

Goodbye Grainery Lane

B

Peter Freund laments the passing of an important Ballarat performing arts venue.

allarat is about to lose its
alternative arts space. Community
Theatre Project, the voluntary

committee of management that has operated
Grainery Lane Theatre and Gallery since
1994, has just been given a notice to quit
by the building’s owner.
Grainery Lane started life as the grain
store and offices of stock and land agent
A.M.Greenfield & Co. It was built in 1883,
in a part of Ballarat’s central area dominated
by rural service industries and close to the
saleyards and hay market.
The large bluestone grain store is a
fascinating testament to the dynamic
relationship Ballarat has had with the rich
agricultural area surrounding it, and still
has the original grain hoppers and wooden
turntable for the trolleys. However, it also
After the fire, a group of Ballarat East

In recent years, the focus at Grainery Lane

contains materials from one of Ballarat’s

businessmen tried to reverse the trend to

has been on bands and music events. It has

early theatres.

the west by rebuilding the Charlie Napier,

also housed circus classes, life drawing groups,

the symbolic heart of old Ballarat. This last

live internet broadcasts and film screenings.

has an intriguing theatrical connection: it

Greenfields was the firm responsible for
breaking up and selling off Scrase’s Brewery

of the Main Road theatres was built of

in Main Road, Ballarat East, a large structure

bluestone and brick, and boasted a handsome

in 1883. The building materials were

which had started life 20 years before as the

bar and café on the street.

dispersed throughout Ballarat: the large

New Adelphi Theatre.

bluestone blocks from the foundations ended

first theatre on Main Road, Mrs Lester

up supporting a private mansion in Mair

on the site of the Charlie Napier Theatre,

Hanmer’s Adelphi Theatre, a primitive

Street, Ballarat, now the central block of

the largest and liveliest of the theatres of

wooden and canvas structure built in 1852,

Australian Catholic University’s Aquinas

Ballarat’s hectic goldfields era.

which, after another fire in 1855, had been

campus. Greenfields, the company responsible

rebuilt as the Victoria.

for selling up the place, retained the

The New Adelphi had been built in 1863

The Charlie Napier had burnt down in
a disastrous fire in 1861, which had wiped

The venture was not enough to reverse

out the heart of the bustling Main Road

the trend. The supporters of the East suspected

entertainment district.

treachery: Henry Edwards, the manager of

massive timber beams and used them to
support the floor of its own new grain store.
Another theatrical connection came in

the New Adelphi, was closely associated with

the 1950s, when the building housed a travel

timber and canvas buildings, subject to

the management of the Royal, and it was

agent that sold the tickets for the big musical

flood, fire and subsidence. It had been losing

suggested that he might have mismanaged the

theatre productions staged by local companies

ground to the new township of Ballarat West,

New Adelphi in order to remove a competitor.

at Ballarat’s Her Majesty’s Theatre.

The Main Road area was a jumble of

which was, in contrast, well planned with a

The new theatre struggled on, having a

Grainery Lane is set back behind three

regular grid of streets. In the centre of the

brief renaissance in the late 1860s when the

shops, Greenfields’ former shopfronts, in

new township was the handsome Theatre

Theatre Royal was taken over briefly by

Ballarat’s Doveton Street North. It became

Royal, the first permanent theatre building

the Ballarat Temperance League and turned

an arts venue in 1994. The key player

in inland Australia, which had been built in

into a Temperance Hall. The theatre in Main

behind this development was Barnstorm

1858 at a cost of £20 000.

Road reopened as the Bijou. The scandalous

Theatre, a professional theatre-in-education

can-can, which had just shocked Melbourne

company of which Chris Dickens was the
artistic director.

The 1861 fire finished off Main Road as

revue in Brisbane.

It was named the New Adelphi after the

Special thanks in the preparation of this

Ballarat’s commercial heart. Of Ballarat’s

audiences, was about to be introduced to a

article to Barbara Angell, Marion Becroft,

three main goldfields theatres, the Montezuma,

curious Ballarat public there, when the local

CTP had been negotiating with the

Douglas Calder, Maggie Dence, Jon

the Charlie Napier and the Victoria, the

police stepped in and forbade its performance

board of the Ballarat Mechanics’ Institute

Finlayson, Peter Homewood, Bob Hornery,

only one to survive was the Victoria, best

for the sake of public morality.

with the aim of leasing the Mechanics’ Hall.

Ian Jones, Monica Maughan, Brian Moll,

remembered now for its association with

John Muirhead and Frank Van Straten. n

the notorious Lola Montez.
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After spending the 1870s as a brewery,
the Charlie/Adelphi/Bijou was demolished

When the Mechanics’ accepted an offer
from the Regent Theatre, however, and *
Page 33

Returning the Arrow

leased its hall to the Regent, CTP leased the
former grain store and set about adapting it
for theatre productions.

He’s back! Part Two of Kevin McBeath’s right of reply to Barry J. Gordon (On Stage Autumn 2006).

B

Barnstorm opened Grainery with a

ack, again, Bazz!

production of a play by Dickens, Rebellion,

Furthermore—you place your

which contrasted the unrest on the Ballarat

original reminiscences of the ’40s

goldfields and the Eureka Stockade with the

in old Martin Street, South Yarra.

gold-rich Incas and their resistance to the

Today, as the St Martin’s Theatre, our

Spanish conquistadors.
This first production emphasised both
the potential of the building and some of its
problems. It proved to be a versatile venue
that could be used to create an interesting

Soon after Grainery Lane opened,
Barnstorm lost their Education Department

and vibrant place. In the early days, the

Grainery Lane proved to be a versatile space

funding and folded. Grainery Lane continued

focus was more on theatre, with productions

for performances and exhibitions.

as a public facility, run by the CTP Committee.

by local and visiting theatre companies,
tertiary students and school groups. In

and difficult. In particular, it was hard to

from Arts Victoria for essential works on

more recent years, the focus has been more

generate regular income to meet financial

the building. This paid for the re-flooring of

on bands and music events.

liabilities of rent, power charges and rates.

In 1995, CTP secured a grant of $35 000

It has also housed circus classes, life

Since then, the committee has struggled on.

main entrance to the rear of the building.

drawing groups, live internet broadcasts

The knell of doom was struck in 2004 when

The building was re-opened by Lorraine

and film screenings.

the building’s owner decided to triple the

Elliott, the then Parliamentary Secretary for
the Arts.
In 1997, a shop in the front of Grainery

In 1999, the Front obtained a liquor
licence. While this helped assure the viability

committee made a public appeal for Ballarat

of the Front, and the presence of a bar was

City Council support.

by the same landlord, fell vacant. Two

space, it did raise questions about the venue’s

package to upgrade the equipment in the

members of CTP resigned from the

suitability for youth and educational events.

space, thereby increasing the committee’s

the Front and its bar was exacerbated by

Theatre, a professional children’s theatre

the continuing struggle to maintain an

will lose a space which has generated much

group. They hoped to run their own

active voluntary committee for the rear

very exciting activity in the visual and

business from the shopfront, as well as use

space. People tended to move in and out of

performing arts, and provided a much-

the activity in the back space as leverage for

the committee quickly, as it became clear

needed home to Ballarat’s vigorous

further income.

that running the space was time-consuming

alternative arts scene.

It has proved to be in vain, and Ballarat

would charge a fee, and also had the right
to cater for functions in the back space.
They provided access to the rear space by
opening up a bricked-in doorway between
their shopfront and the space behind.
The other substantial assistance received
at this time was from the Wendouree
Charitable Trust, which gave a substantial
grant for the purchase of mobile retractable
seating.
Over the years, Grainery has been a busy
Page 34

for the Society of New Music première of

both once flourished.

collectable—calcium carbide lamps, explosive

the Sitwell-Walton entertainment Façade at

at any time.)

the Union Theatre in December 1952; his

n

Memories of Red Hill
I was up in Chewton yesterday [29.12.06].

would be such a shame to see it crumble

(Spring 2006).
I remember going there for bazaars
when I was very young.
There are a couple of my great-aunts
and -uncles in that photo that Bessie Brown
(my old Sunday School teacher) supplied. I

home, though the ‘missing’ travelling seascape

Robin and I developed an early friendship

belonging to it (above right) became a ‘lost

more accurate and corrective researchers.

which commenced with his productions for

art’ somewhere in Middle Park. His choice

(Are you still there Frank Van S?)

The Arrow in 1952, specifically the solemn

in that year of fabric for our family lounge

Lorca play The House of Bernarda Alba.

suite has never been replaced.

But then came The Arrow in the very

He had brought with him from his

Well, during this heady early ’50s period,

in Middle Park, and the opening night of

Sydney production some acetate dubbings

mechanic-cum-innovator Ron Field appeared

Salome. Frank had originally intended to

of Martin Long’s specialty composed flute

upon the theatrical scene from the UK naval

name it The Mask Theatre, hence his own

music. Robin wanted a fresh version of the off-

forces; and as I seemed to have been allotted

mask design for the program cover. But

stage ‘Reapers’ Song’ which was in a pretty

the role of ‘music adviser` for The Arrow

somehow he was upstaged by person or

scratchy condition.

(Frank, it must be said, knew his music,

persons unknown who must have held a
press! Saint Sebastian was one of Frank’s
heroes, hence ‘arrows’ came immediately to

famous ‘Arden’ of C.J.Dennis.
Salome: décor the joint work of producer
Irene Mitchell (who hated being called ‘Rene’

rise. Fearful of the sinister colour of the sky,

hope they can find some funds to restore it—it

sad! I loved your article in On Stage

original designs still decorate our walls at

himself. You, Barry, are on stage at curtain

Letter to the Editor
The poor old Red Hill hall is looking very

Follows, now, the brief and concentrated
Robin Lovejoy Period:

but always was, lovely lady!) and Frank

agreement with the CTP Inc. committee
services to the rear space for which they

remarkable triple curtain he had designed

experimenting with my father’s old—now

mother’s retreat at Toolangi, the erstwhile

earning capacity.

front shop in partnership with Storybook

that they would provide administrative

stupid chemical accident at home,

the huge red carp in the pool behind his

The shift in the balance of activity to

It will be sadly missed.

On my parents’ back lawn in Orrong

childhood, aiming home-made arrows at

committee and took over the lease of the

The new business, the Front, reached an

said, ‘But you’re the only one who can do

mind—a reminder perhaps of his own

The council put together an assistance

an attraction for many events in the rear

based on Lorca’s text.

copyright on the title. A case of stop the

rent. This led to a crisis and the CTP

Lane, fronting Doveton Street and owned

only just completed his opera Blood Wedding,

repertoire; he turned to me with scorn and

which guise, innocence and protection, we

early ’50s; Frank Thring’s cosy little venue

the main space and the establishment of a

it might be suitably theatrical for a TV

appear to concentrate on youth, under

‘marbles’ you mention, I also yield to other

had to be halted until the rain stopped.

Lorca play they knew so well; Castro had

Road, Armadale, Rob executed that

memories which because of those diminishing

roof proved so deafening that the performance

season to witness Robin’s conception of the

it…’ (I had lost an eye at the age of 16 in a

reminiscences reach you in Acton, UK,

On the opening night, however, rain on the

I relayed the story to Frank, suggesting

old St. Chad’s (aka The Little) would

I will be pushing 83 if—and when—these

ambience for performances and exhibitions.

lectern.

away. My grandfather, in fact, restored it
back in the ’50s.
There is another original gold fields
music hall still standing in Guildford. It’s only
a shell, but the building is still intact.
I think it’s just been used for storage for years.
- Steven Roth
Toorak, Victoria n
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‘Look at the moon,’ you cry, more than
once. But Frank’s entrance (as Herod, of
course) soon commands centre stage. ‘I
have slipped!’ he cries. ‘I have slipped in
blood!!’ Was it yours, Barry?
Television was almost upon us, and the
search for simple-to-mount program material
was widespread throughout the radio and
theatre world (they call it the Entertainment
Industry today). Nance Martell (beloved
presenter of 3XY’s morning program for
Lord and Kingston ‘for all umbrella repairs!’)
related an anecdote where a certain actor’s
star-turn was to recite ‘The Green Eye of the
Little Yellow God’ and at the end remove his
glass eye with a flourish and place it on the
Summer 2007

I harnessed an ad-hoc group of ABC

gleefully pointing out a current newspaper

staff including John Weaving and Milton

misprint that renamed Darius Milhaud as

Stevens, and with a professional guitarist,

‘Darius Millhand’), it emerged as a bright

spent a session in Studio 320, ‘The reapers

idea that ‘producer, stage manager and

have set forth looking for the wheat…’,

musical adviser’ collaborate as much as

and proudly presented it to Rob who

possible for the period of Robin’s contract.

groaned, ‘Far too operatic!’ No wonder,

As his accommodation had not been

with John (later Jon) Weaving at the head.

considered, Bunney Brooke found ‘lodgings

He was soon to be metamorphosed from

-cum-office’ for the three of us, Rob, Ron and

baritone to heldentenor.

me, to work together in a Punt Road pension

Moira Carleton was our wonderful,

called Kings Lynn, where she lived herself.

severely unyielding Bernarda in this stark

This arrangement in no time earned us the

black-and-white production. I had the

combined sobriquet of the ‘Three Weird Sisters.’

pleasure of escorting [Argentinian

Some years earlier ‘Macbeth where is

composer and conductor] Juan José Castro

thy Thring’ had been noised abroad…when

and his wife to Frank’s theatre during that

one of us might be hiding at the Windsor *
Page 35

Bar across Bourke Street from the 3XY

demented Bond Street jeweller—the language

to Melbourne as, of course, the brilliant

studios, and where Frank (barely aged 17)

is ludicrously repetitive… It’s unfortunate

celebrity he had become… I only once met

had introduced me to a bygone Brandy

that Wilde never saw Salome on the stage; if

his wife (whom he always referred to as

Crusta. The early days of Efftee Broadcasters,

he had we might have been spared some of

‘Patsy’ and one of his daughters ‘Mandy’)

launched in 1935 by his father, Francis

the grosser absurdities… but for all that I’m

when they were in Melbourne, and had

William Thring Senior, could do with a roll-

grateful for the chance of seeing this play,

come to Thomas’ Records in the old

call, apart from those whose names I have

and to Mr Frank Thring for his admirable

Southern Cross on a visit, so I cannot

already dropped—in my time John Storr,

way of under-Heroding Herod…’

claim to be a friend of the family. Neither

Norman Wister, Madge Thomas, Eric

Critic ‘Jordan’: ‘When I saw it this week
I thought it just too Yellow Book for words…

predecessor The Eastern Market perish

Reddy and Stella Lamond, Zell Manners,

but I thought Frank Thring’s perfectly

from memory.

Tom Miller, Ray Chapman, Alex McNish,

wonderful make-up as Herod was in itself

Eunice Lloyd, Dot Mendoza, Doug Gamley,

well worth the evening out.’

Wally Chamberlain, Bill Rowlands, Clive

Fred Burch: ‘I thought [Wilde] was done
proud by the production.’

Sloss, to name but that proverbial few.

I deeply regretted losing touch and was
astonished to catch sight of Robin in a TV
movie allowing a momentary glance in the
distance of a Buckmaster painting, a
painting he had admired when it happened

Spool on: In 1954 Robin and I chummed

to be hanging, years ago, in my parents’

up again in London—he had gone there to

home where, on that back lawn, he had

taste and see the English theatre scene at

painted the Façade cloth—an extraordinary

the time when Frank had also decided to

déja vu experience. I had only switched in

test the water with a staging of Salome at the

at the end, and by process of Internet

out-of-town Q Theatre and ultimately in the

elimination guess it to have been My First

West End. Robin and I, however, decided

Wife. I remember it screening not long before

on a cycling marathon, via Youth Hostels,

the announcement of his death, which was a

to the Edinburgh Festival of that year,

severe blow to Lorraine and me, who so

thence to the top of Scotland on a castle-

much enjoyed his company in the past.

count, flogging the bikes in great relief at

Barry: I should respond to your

Inverness, where Rob had relatives to see,

mention of those Sunday evenings at The

and thumbing it thereafter.

Arrow which saw the birth of The Society

In Thurso we were bundled into a hirecar, by a delighted author and photographer
Herbert Sinclair, to show us the quite
incredible Girnigoe Castle, ancient 14th
century seat of the Clan Sinclair; thence
Paris on a theatre jaunt—a stunning Porgy

of New Music, a monthly get-together in
Frank Thring (front) and Doug Gamley
(Donald Kevin McBeath obscured) at Yarra
Bend, Melbourne, 1943
Walter Allan: ‘It was written in French;

and Bess, an over-the-top Les Indes Galantes

I’m quite certain that no one in his right mind

at the Opéra with every French excess

could possibly write that way in English.’

known to theatre, including being sprayed

Olive Robertson referred to it as a ‘silly

Frank’s theatre, of expectant forward-thinkers.
The committee comprised Alex Berry,
Dorian Le Gallienne, John Holdsworth,
Alan Sundberg, John Sinclair and me.

felt that Salome was the sort of Queen of

music presentation officer at the time as

proscenium adornments handy to the

the local tennis club, she never for one

was I, until I resigned in a huff. John

nearest (cheapest) box seats, where, by

moment suggested the first century, and she

Holdsworth eventually took over his father’s

leaning well forward, you could witness

was a girl with a one-track mind; entirely

role in Holdsworth Jewellers. Alan Sundberg

both the on- and off-stage mechanics.

the fault of Wilde, not the fault of the actress.’

was an inspired concert entrepreneur

The actress, by the way, was Agnes Bernelle.

behind the counter at Allans in Collins

Louise Dyer of L’Oiseau-Lyre and a voyage

Ten years ahead, in 1964, Robin and I

home via legendary places like Bombay and

met up again in Adelaide for the Festival,

controversial and much maligned Herald

Ceylon, where Robin would search for

both of us connecting with the guest-of-

music critic. We played and discussed new,

forbidden native seeds, sketching and designing

honour, Sir William Walton: Robin as

rare and confronting gramophone records

on deck the while.

producer of Troilus and Cressida (with the

until the LP era took over with an exciting

incomparable Marie Collier) and Morna

new repertoire that rendered us redundant

to the West End. Richard Findlater of the

Jones and me declaiming Façade under the

by 1960.

BBC’s Critics found Wilde’s blend of sadism

great man himself.

in 1954): ‘Herod sounds at times like a
Page 36

only occasional reunions when Rob came

   After the VTT visit to the University of Ballarat Arts Academy’s

Australia and taught me how to pronounce

at the legs of a plaster cherub, one of many

Our ways then drifted cities apart, with

artists’ home in St Kilda on 7 October 2006.

He was French broadcaster for Radio
Dégas without the ‘day’. Dorian was an ABC

and scripture dull by today’s standards (this

opening of an exhibition of paintings by the late Kenneth Rowell at the

the chagrin of Alex.

charade’: ‘It didn’t come through to me; I

Meanwhile, Frank’s Salome had advanced

Clockwise from top left: Anita von Bibra (left) and Victoria Rowell at the

Sinclair was mostly overseas, much to

with perfume as we clutched self-consciously

Then a final afternoon with effervescent

A Who’s Been Where of the Melbourne theatre scene.

should the Southern Cross nor its

Pearce, Alwyn Kurtz, Catherine Neill, Max

Kevin Bradley, Bob Rogers, Mort Hall,

Limelight

production of Kiss Me, Kate at the Princess on 3 December 2006: Course
Coordinator and production director Kim Durban with Joshua Piterman,
who played Fred Graham.
   Veteran Australian prima ballerina Lynne Golding (right), with her
husband Alan Kirk and American dance writer Edith Pillsbury, who is in
Australia working on Ms Golding’s biography.
   Union House Theatre artistic director Susie Dee chats with VTT
members Peter Holloway (left) and Ken Falconer after the VTT AGM at

Street, and John Sinclair was the

the Union House Theatre, University of Melbourne, 15 November 2006.
Nancy Cato and Tony Taylor at the CUB Malthouse on 26 November
2006, after the first public reading of Bea OK, the one-person play that
Tony has written especially for Nancy.
After Magnormos’ 2006 OzMade Musicals at Theatreworks, St Kilda, on
19 November, lyricist Craig Christie (left) chats with VTT member Peter
Wyllie Johnston, music theatre performer and historian. Craig had a

As I still seem to remain…

record four productions showcased at OzMade: After the Beep, The White

Yours etc

Rose, Love Equals and Eurobeat.

- Donald Kevin McBeath n
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First reading

who started with Wirth’s Circus, worked
for some time with Fifi Banvard at the

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Little beauties
Telly’s best moments
An all-round career
Thelma Afford:
Dreamers and Visionaries
The story of Adelaide’s Little Theatres
from the 1920s to the early 1940s.
Currency Press, 2004. 240pp. $29.95

Nevil Thurgood:
The Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate

Published to coincide with the Powerhouse

Thurgood’s fascinating memoirs of a half-

Museum’s definitive Aussie TV exhibition,

Rob Astbury
King and I: My Life with Graham Kennedy

perspectives of actor, director, stage-

and written by the exhibition’s curator.
Powerhouse Publishing, 2006. 56pp. $14.95

manager and all-round thespian. An
insightful piece of British theatre history,
Thurgood’s memories range from 1930s

Access Press, Bassendean, WA, 2002.

On the Box—Great Moments in
Australian      Television, 1956-2006

Jumbo edition

Hutchinson (Random House Group),
2006. 272pp. RRP $62.95

notably to theatre in Perth.
Edition limited to 500 copies. 172pp. $25

VTT foundation member Nevil
century of theatre, film and TV, from the

Life with royalty

Peter Cox:

Theatre Royal in Hobart, and contributed

the past 50 years.

Research and record
Tony Harrison:

A rosebud by any other
name
Joseph McBride
What Ever Happened to Orson Welles?
A Portrait of an Independent Career

—Second Edition

directed, co-wrote, and starred in Citizen

‘Music-making in Colonial Melbourne’ is

Kane, widely considered the best film ever

the subject covered in this edition. Includes

Australian-made film and TV production

made. But Welles was such a revolutionary

contributions from Thérèse Radic, Kerry

(we found a few omissions) and a ‘Who’s

filmmaker that he found himself at odds

Murphy, Janice B. Stockigt, Suzanne Cole
and Jennifer Hill.

with the Hollywood studio system.

observations on changes to the industry

film and TV credits (again, some surprise

McBride’s revealing portrait will change the

184pp. RRP $24.95

and its players.

omissions—and inclusions).

terms of how Welles is understood today.

published for the first time.

Crème de la Phlegm

Mahout Publications, 2006. 130pp.

A fascinating collection of famous and

RRP $40 (add $3 for postage).

infamous Australian reviews of literature,

Available from Bullen’s Circus, 11 Park

theatre, music, film, architecture and the

Road, Wallacia NSW 2750, or telephone

visual arts.

Bob Cunningham on (07) 3408 1586.

Melbourne University Press, 2006.
448pp. $34.95

Tim Fisher (aka ‘Coral Prentice’):
Ednaville: A Historic Home

Jonathan Biggins:

A colourful souvenir guide to the Arts Centre’s

Satire—or Sedition? The Threat to

current Ednaville exhibition (see On Stage,

National Insecurity
Celebrating five years of Currency House’s

From Melrose Books, Ely, Cambridgeshire,

advocacy for the performing arts comes its

CB7 4GG, UK. 182pp.

10th Platform Paper, written by satirist and

Order from Inbooks, 3 Narabang Way,

broadcaster Jonathan Biggins. In it he

Belrose, NSW 2085, Locked Bag 535,

traces the rise of political satire through

Frenchs Forest, NSW 1604; phone +61 2

Sydney’s Wharf Revue and the erosion of

9986 7082, email orders@inbooks.com.au;

the democratic tradition of parliamentary

RRP $39.95; postage maximum $8.80.

threat to free speech, he asserts, lies in selfcensorship, implied by the recently
reinvigorated sedition laws.
Currency House, 2006. 80pp. RRP $13.95

Inbooks has generously offered a discount
to VTT members: just advise them you are
a member of Victoria Theatres Trust when
you order.

Debbie does disclosure
Australian accent

Debra Byrne:

Darren R. Brealey:

Not Quite Ripe

Performing the Goat—Collection of
One-Act Plays
Seven engaging Australian short plays; all
but one modern social comedies, frequently
extreme in language.
Athena Press, 2006. 112pp. RRP $34.95
Page 38

Spring 2006), ‘presented in association with
the Everage Trust; president, Mr Kenneth
Montgomery Everage OA’).
The Arts Centre, 2006. 16pp. Free.
Available at the exhibition or contact the
Arts Centre via www.theartscentre.net.au

Speaking of theatre

Miniskirts and Thoroughly Modern Millie,
recounts the ups and downs of her public
and private lives.
Pan Macmillan, 2006. 490pp. RRP $35.00

Showing showbiz
Laurie Carew:

Brendan Horgan:

Belrose, NSW 2085, Locked Bag 535,

Still Here

Radio with Pictures: 50 Years of

Frenchs Forest, NSW 1604; phone +61 2

Written in association with Diane Masters,

Australian Television

9986 7082, email orders@inbooks.com.au;

this is the second volume of VTT foundation

This engaging and detailed study of Oz TV
would have been so much better if an
index had been included.

Great untruths
Ron Howard:
The Fabulist—The Incredible Story of
Louis De Rougemont
Rollicking biography of the notorious
adventurer whose tall tales were all untrue;
mentions his relationships with George and
Harry Musgrove and Harry Rickards.
Random House, 2006. 292pp. RRP $32.95

Susan Masino:

Michael Gurr:

(approximately $A160)

Order from Inbooks, 3 Narabang Way,

Electric shockers

Inbooks has generously offered a discount
to VTT members: just advise them you are
a member of Victoria Theatres Trust when
you order.

member Laurie Carew’s reminiscences,
complementing Behind Glass, published in
2003. It includes two chapters on his stage
experiences at the Little Theatre and his
work on several important performing

Artists and archetypes

arts exhibitions.

Alan McCulloch, Susan
McCulloch

    and Emily McCulloch

Childs:
The New McCulloch’s Encyclopedia
of     Australian Art
Completely revised and updated, the new
McCulloch’s includes more than 8000 entries,
including 1500 new entries on contemporary
artists and art styles, and 700 colour images.
Melbourne University Press, 2006.
1216pp. RRP $295.00

Let There Be Rock—The Story of AC/DC

Days Like These
The observations and memoirs of a leading
Australian playwright, director, actor
and activist.
Melbourne University Press, 2006.
296pp. RRP $24.95

The controversial star of Cats, Sunset
Boulevard and, more recently, Minefields and

Listening and watching

Ashgate Publishing, UK. £65.00

University Press of Kentucky, 2006;
RRP $59.95 plus postage. 384pp.

Lothian Books, 2006. 300pp. RRP $34.95

Gladdy tidings

Take a satire

debate in Australia. The most insidious

Citrus Press, 2005. 756pp. RRP $39.95

herd of elephants. Includes more than 100

Angela Bennie:

Nineteenth-Century Music Review,

Includes 4000 entries covering ‘every’

Who’ section with mini biographies and

black and white and colour photos, many

Kerry Murphy (editor):
    Vol 2, Issue 2

Mr Bullen’s Elephants

Bad language

Colonial Melbourne music
and memories

At twenty-five, Orson Welles (1915–1985)

Bob Cunningham and Brenton Bullen:

mainly through the lives of their famous

colourful artwork by Swan Park.

Australian Film & TV Companion

music hall, vaudeville and panto, with wry

An historical survey of Bullen’s Circus,

photomontage combining new photos with
Puffin, 2006. 36pp. RRP$29.95

Astbury knows. DNA Publishing, 2006.

What life is really like with The King? Rob

Kylie’s first book for children is a lavish

From circus to circuits
Tweed Harris:

Everything you’ll ever need to know about
the legendary hard rock hell-raisers.
Omnibus Press, 2006. 320pp. RRP $39.95

In father’s footsteps

The sixties laid bare
Iain McIntyre (editor):
Tomorrow is Today: Australia in
the     Psychedelic Era, 1966–1970
The first detailed overview of Australian

Anna Massey:

music and fashion in the late 1960s,

Telling Some Tales

illustrated with more than 200 images.

A tell-all autobiography of life with an

Wakefield Press, 2006. 285pp RRP $29.95

uncaring and remote (but famous) father, a

D’Gay Mates
The uninhibited tell-all memoirs of an actor

wilful and egocentric (but loved) mother,
an estranged brother, and a healthy career
on stage, in film, radio and television over
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The Kylie papers
Kylie Minogue:
Kylie: The Showgirl Princess

Laurie Carew and Diane Masters at the
launch of Behind Glass.

*
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Masters & Carew, 2006. 86pp. RRP $25

2005. 304pp. RRP $34.95

the song came to be adopted as the unofficial

Profiles and pictures

Further information: 9826 667

It started in the sixties

Australian national hymn.

Richard Simpkin:

We dream of Jeanne
Siobhan O’Brien:
Hello Darling!—The Jeanne Little Story

Leonard Radic:
Contemporary Australian Drama
A survey of the revolution in Australian

Melbourne University Press, 2006.
240pp. RRP$24.95

Profiles and engaging full-page portraits of
85 Aussie ‘legends’, including Dame Joan

On the road with the
Bentons

The definitive biography of the unmistakable

theatre that started in the late 1960s—a

and inimitable star of Australian stage and

theatre that explored Australian themes and

TV—she of the amazing eyelashes, startling

issues, and where the playwright had pride

Philip S. Weeks:

dress sense and crystal-smashing voice.

of place. A complement to Radic’s earlier

The Nella ‘Patti Haywood’ Benton and

Allen & Unwin, 2006. RRP $29.95

work, The State of Play.
Brandl and Schlesinger, 2006. 400pp.

In the sixties groove
Ed O’Hanlon and
Tanja Luckins (editors):
Go!—Melbourne in the Sixties
The essays in this survey include Dr John

RRP $34.95

Matilda’s story
Matthew Richardson:
Once a Jolly Swagman—The Ballad

Rickard’s insightful memories of Melbourne

of      Waltzing Matilda

theatre in the ‘groovy’ era of the 1960s.

An account of the history and culture from

Melbourne Publishing Group/Circa,

T

which ‘Waltzing Matilda’ arose, and how

     Arthur E. Benton Story—
60 Years in Australian Show Business
The story of one of Tasmania’s most
beloved show biz couples—from local shows
to touring Australia and New Zealand with
entrepreneurs such as Stanley McKay,
Tibor Rudas, Harry Wren, Max Reddy,
and a spell at the Plaza, Northcote.
Published by and available from Philip
S. Weeks, 392 Argyle Street, Hobart 7000.
54pp. $22.00

Sutherland, The Seekers, Smoky Dawson,
Barry Crocker, Ray Lawler, Barry Humphries
and Dame Margaret Scott. Limited edition
prints of the photographs can be ordered on
www.richardsimpkin.com.auNew Holland,
2005. 176pp RRP $34.95

Our Nic
David Thomson:
Nicole Kidman
An unconventional biography of the Australian
actress with ‘one of the best-known faces in
the world’.
Bloomsbury, 2006. 312pp. RRP $32.95

bitter conflict that took them all the way to

J.C.Williamson was synonymous

the Supreme Court.’

dissatisfied with
even the best

Elizabeth

of his

This recycling of the juicier aspects of Elizabeth

productions.

Taylor’s newsworthy life pays scant attention

Yale

to her long and remarkable movie career

University

and even less to her later stage work.

Press, 2006;

Warner, 2006. 560pp. RRP $45.95

Wagner’s way

352pp.
Available
through Inbooks, 3 Narabang Way, Belrose,

Patrick Carnegy

NSW 2085, Locked Bag 535, Frenchs Forest,

Wagner and the Art of the Theatre

NSW 1604; phone(02) 9986 7082, email

In this stage history Patrick Carnegy evokes

orders@inbooks.com.au; RRP $95 plus postage.

great—and often scandalous—productions of
Wagner operas that have left their mark not

Inbooks has generously offered a discount to

only on our understanding of Wagner but

VTT members: just advise them you are a

modern theatre as a whole.

member of Victoria Theatres Trust when

He examines the way in which Wagner

you order.

n

himself staged his works, showing that the

James and Maggie was first drafted two

But Yeldham and Reeves became

edition of Aaron Joyner’s OzMade Musicals

The two other Australian musicals-in-the-

brilliant women from history discuss the

diverted—Yeldham wrote a series of novels

series at Theatreworks at St Kilda.

making included in OzMade Musicals 2006

and Reeves worked on other musicals while

possibility that maths could be used to predict

The audience reaction was ecstatic. Yeldham

were Mr Takahashi and Other Falling Secrets

in London.

life.

and Reeves are now keener than ever to

(music by Shellie Morris; book and lyrics

On 19 November they had the chance

hone the show and see it through to a full-

by Sanda Thibodeaux), an exploration of

years after Yeldham and Reeves’ first highly

founded in 1874 dominated commercial live

successful collaboration, the musical Seven

theatre in Australia.

Little Australians, which enjoyed a long run

to see a portion of James and Maggie for the

scale presentation, though Yeldham sees it

wartime life in Darwin in 1941, and Love

at the Comedy in 1988 with a cast headed

first time when excerpts from Act One of

as a smaller-scale work that does not need

Equals (music, book and lyrics by Craig

by John O’May and Alyce Platt.

James and Maggie were featured in the 2006

elaborate staging.

Christie and Kristin Kearn), in which four

have turned the tables, creating a brand

remained

J. Randy Taraborrelli:

century the firm that James Cassius Williamson

Now David Reeves and Peter Yeldham

composer

Mr Williamson, I presume?

here was a time when the name
with musical theatre—for nearly a

Australian Legends

Not quite all the goss about
Liz

new musical about Williamson and his wife,

From left: Maggie meets James Cassius: Megan
Hoult and Jeremiah Tickell in a scene from the
new musical, James and Maggie (picture
courtesy of Aaron Joyner, Magnormos); Peter
Yeldham (left) and David Reeves; Sanda

Maggie Moore: James
and Maggie.
Yeldham explained:
‘Williamson was a
30-year-old American
actor when he met the
Irish-Australian actress
Maggie Moore in San
Francisco.
They fell in love,
married and came to
Australia to change the
face of our theatre. Theirs
was an increasingly
tempestuous relationship.
As the Williamson
theatrical empire
expanded, with stars like
Bernhardt and Melba, so
his marriage crumbled.
‘He and Maggie
became embroiled in a
Page 40
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Sitelines

In this, the fourth in a series on what’s to be found on the web,
On Stage discovers a unique collection of theatre images.

A

ndreas Praefcke’s Carthalia is a

he says are rather more sports stadiums than

private website celebrating twin

theatres, but includes them if they have been

passions: theatres and postcard

used as theatres in modern times.

collecting.

Carthalia also contains some non-postcard

Praefcke, 32, works in his family’s book

collectables such as theatre tickets, trading

and office equipment business in Ravensburg,

cards, greeting cards, postage stamps and

Southern Germany.

stationery, and telephone cards. The site

He created Carthalia in 2001 to make his

Pearl Berridge

includes concise overviews of the history of

vast postcard collection freely available to

each theatre, sometimes including the dates

researchers and like-minded enthusiasts.

of important performances. Where

Carthalia includes old and new

Alex Buzo

Ian Bevan

John Coburn

Belinda Emmett

available, there are hyperlinks to existing

postcards of exterior and interior views of

theatres’ web pages.

theatres, contemporary and historical, from

And why ‘Carthalia’? Praefcke explains

all over the world. The web site does not

that he derived it from the Latin ‘charta’,

yet include Praefcke’s entire collection, but

meaning a sheet of paper or card, and

there are already 3700 images of more than

‘Thalia’, the Greek muse of Comedy. Like

1810 buildings in 100 countries.

all muses, Thalia was a daughter of Zeus

Australia is represented by Melbourne’s

Praefcke’s definition of ‘theatre’ includes

Her Majesty’s, Princess, Tivoli, Forum, Arts

ancient theatres, drama theatres, opera houses,

‘In a similar vein,’ he says, ‘this

Centre and Sydney Myer Music Bowl;

variety theatres, cabarets, music halls, cinemas,

collection tries to combine the heavenly

Brisbane’s Her Majesty’s and Victoria;

spa theatres, garden theatres, ship’s theatres,

powers of theatre and its often magnificent

Hobart’s Theatre Royal; Perth’s His

open-air stages, concert halls and similar

architecture with the memory of golden ages

Majesty’s; and Sydney’s Criterion, Opera

buildings. The collection also includes cards

of theatre and the many theatres lost to

House and Tivoli. Praefcke would welcome

depicting theatre fires, theatre ruins, and

posterity by war, fire, or plain neglect.’

any contributions from VTT members.

plans, models, or paintings of theatres. He

www.andreas-praefcke.de/carthalia/

and Mnemosyne, the goddess of Memory.

Geoffrey Gibbs

Judith Johnson

Brian Johnston

Wendy Lowenstein

Gwen Meredith OBE MBE

Shirley Ann Richards

Anna Russell

Thelma Scott

n

draws the line at ancient amphitheatres which,

I

Putting his name in lights

t’s a campaign to

What better way to

which Malcolm

celebrate his contribution

Robertson is happy to

to our theatre than to
name Australia’s newest

lend his name.

playhouse after him?

Malcolm—actor,
writer, director, and long-

If you feel as

time VTT member—feels

Malcolm Robertson

that the new MTC theatre

does, On Stage makes it

on Southbank, should

easy for you. In this

bear the name of the

edition is a postcard to

founding father of what is

which you just add your

now the Melbourne

name (and those of as

Theatre Company.

many of your friends as
and post it to Malcolm,

new theatre The Sumner
which he founded in 1952, Sumner was

who will collect them and present them to

commemorate the work of the man who

both director of the theatre [the Union

the chairman of the Melbourne Theatre

added “Australian” to the word “theatre”

Theatre at the University of Melbourne]

Company, chancellor and vice-chancellor

with his encouragement of Ray Lawler in

and the company.

of the University of Melbourne, and the

Theatre is the least Melbourne can do to

writing Summer of the Seventeenth Doll all

‘Through his production of The Doll he

those years ago,’ Malcolm says. ‘Starting

showed Australians how to see ourselves

with the Union Theatre Repertory Company,

and then to show the world.’
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Carol Willesee

Opera Trust and its successor, Opera
Australia. She sang in the first Australian

premier performances in Australian operas.
‘Pearl was an artist loved and admired

performance of The Beatitudes in Brisbane

by audiences and those who worked with

died in Sydney, where she had lived since

with the composer, Sir Arthur Bliss

her,’ renowned opera specialist Moffatt

emigrating to Australia in 1964 with her

conducting.

Oxenbould said, ‘and she’s especially

Before coming to Australia she had sung

If you need more postcards, just ask

Ronnie Stevens

English-born soprano, Pearl Berridge, has

husband, baritone Russell Cooper.

Arts Minister, the Hon. Lynne Kosky.
VTT (by email or snailmail) for copies.

Pearl Berridge
1927–3.11.06

you can) and a stamp,

‘To call the sparkling

Lenore Somerset

A prominent oratorio singer, she appeared
in many performances for the ABC, singing

remembered for her performances in oratorio.
‘She sang with the Elizabethan Trust

in many leading theatres in the UK and in

from memory. Her performances in Messiah

Opera Company in the early 1960s and in

Paris. She appeared as the Countess in The

had a poise and polish which were a

memorable performances of operas by

Marriage of Figaro 50 times in Britain and

benchmark for other performers. In opera

Benjamin Britten with the University of

Europe, and added at least that number to

she made a very important contribution to

NSW Opera in Sydney.’

performances for the Elizabethan Theatre

Australian music by giving outstanding

Summer 2007
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with the particular character of their stage

secondary bone cancer. Her last TV

presentation. Coburn believed this rejection

appearance was a guest with her husband

Barbara Garson’s MacBird! at Sydney’s New

amounted to a kind of professional jealousy.

on the ABC’s Spicks and Specks.

Ian Archibald Winchcombe Bevan was

Theatre in 1967. That same year he saw his

‘How,’ he argued, ‘could a curtain at the

born at Rye Park, NSW. As an 18-year-old

first play through a workshop production.

beginning and end of a performance affect

he began his working life as a reporter on

In 1968 he came to national attention with

the Sydney Sun, while moonlighting as a

W

*

Ian Bevan

BA in 1965.
Buzo started as an actor—he was in

the new musical Priscilla, Queen of the Desert.
She was publicist for many of

co-founded the Victorian Folk Lore Society
in 1952 with Prof. Ian Turner. For 15 years

Australia’s blockbuster musicals, including

she edited their magazine Gumsucker’s

The King and I, South Pacific, Hello Dolly!,

Gazette, later renamed Australian Tradition.

singer. Her début album was released in

Grease, Crazy for You, Annie, The Sound of

The folk movement provided an avenue to

the mood of what was happening over several

2006 and her first single was released

Music and The Producers. She also worked

continue her involvement in left wing

Norm and Ahmed at the Old Tote, primarily

hours on stage?’ A 2003 public campaign

shortly after her death.

with Claudette Colbert and Rex Harrison

activism as she had discontinued her

semi-official publicity man for the visiting

through a prosecution for obscenity. Buzo’s

failed to have the curtains reinstated.

in Frederick Lonsdale’s play Aren’t We All,

membership of the Communist Party by

Russian ballet companies.

exploration of alienation in this play remained

the same church in which she had been

and with Lauren Bacall in Sweet Bird of

1960.

married less than two years before.

Youth. She worked on the recent Mandy

1911–4.11.2006

In 1944 Bevan went to Europe, initially

a common theme in his work.

Perhaps this disappointment explains why
Coburn was reluctant to design for the stage.

Buzo was the leading Sydney playwright

to Australia in 1947, he spent the rest of his

of the late 1960s and ’70s. He was writer-in-

was Desert Magic, presented by Dance North

working life in London, at first in journalism.

residence at the MTC 1972-73. His output

as part of the 1992 Out of the Box Festival

He published several books, notably the

includes The Front Room Boys and Rooted

of Early Childhood at the Queensland

story of the London Palladium, Top of the

(1969), The Roy Murphy Show (1970),

Cultural Centre.

Bill (1952), The Sunburnt Country (1953) and

Macquarie and Tom (1972), Coralie Lansdowne

Royal Performance (1954).

Says No (1974), Batman’s Beach-head (1973),
Vicki Madison Clocks Out (1979), Big River

impresario Harold Fielding and his wife.

(1980), Duff (1981), The Marginal Farm

They worked together for more than 30

(1983), Shellcove Road (1988), Prue Flies North

years. In 1958 they mounted a theatrical

(1991) and Pacific Union (1998).

production, Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
Cinderella, with Bevan’s popular young rock

Buzo wrote two novels, The Search for
Harry Allway (1985), Sting Ray (1987), and

star client, Tommy Steele. Its success led to

many books and articles on the delights

a string of memorable musicals: The Music

and pitfalls of the English language.

Man, Sail Away, Half a Sixpence (in London
and New York), the very long-running

W

Charlie Girl, Sweet Charity, Mame, The Great
Waltz, Show Boat, I Love My Wife, Hans
Andersen, On the Twentieth Century, the
original stage version of Singin’ in the Rain
and Barnum.
Bevan maintained his connection with
Australia through alliances with Harry M.
Miller and the Theatre Royal, Sydney. The
final contract that he sealed before retiring
at age 70 was for the hugely successful
Miller revival of Jesus Christ Superstar.
Bevan’s last professional theatrical
venture was the completion of a history of
the Theatre Royal, Sydney, published in
1993. After that, as his partner Kurt Gänzl
put it, ‘He painlessly and quietly forgot the
world of the theatre which, as it does, did
the same for him.’
W

Alex Buzo
23.7.1944–16.8.2006
Playwright Alex Buzo was born in Sydney,

John Coburn AM

W

Dr Geoffrey Gibbs OAM

Academy of Performing Arts in 1980. He

Belinda Emmett
12.4.1974–11.11.2006

A one-time publicist at the Ensemble
Theatre, Johnson formed a company,

Dr Geoffrey Gibbs co-founded the WA

tales of working life, turning this material by

publicist for NewTheatricals, including its

1978 into Weevils in the Flour, her groundbreaking

recent production of The Woman in Black.

oral history on the Depression.
After publishing several more books,

W

instrumental in building its reputation.

Brian Johnston

talent. His students included Hugh

fight against cancer and her charity work,

Jackman, Frances O’Connor, Nicki Wendt,

Young Melbourne actor Brian Johnston has

which helped raise awareness of the importance

William McInnes and Lisa McCune.

been murdered in the Jamaican resort of

1979–11.8.2006

Montego Bay.
The 27-year-old was found stabbed to

Born in Gosford, NSW, Emmett grew

Western Australia’s theatre company boards

up in Unima Beach. At school she performed

and was a theatre critic for The West Australian

death in his ransacked room at the $US80-

in musical theatre and fronted the pop band

for five years.

a-night beachside Gloucestershire Hotel.

Big Baby Jam.

Following his retirement from the

Police have been questioning a local prostitute

academy in 1998, Gibbs continued to write

and a male accomplice over the slaying.

leaving school, with Coast FM radio station.

and act. In 2002 he was made a Member of

Johnston was on a brief holiday from

The artist who created some of Australia’s

She made her professional début in 1993, at

the Order of Australia.

most distinctive and vivid paintings and

19, in the Gosford Musical Society’s production

tapestries, John Coburn, has died in Sydney.

of The Gingerbread Man. She also sang with

Jackman announced that WAAPA’s main

two jazz duos.

venue will be called the Geoff Gibbs Theatre.

23.9.1925–7.11.2006

Born in Ingham, Queensland, Coburn
began his professional life as a graphic

She worked in a record store and, after

the rock musical Bad Boy Johnny and the

in France, designing tapestries for the famed

Prophets of Doom at the Enmore Theatre,

Aubusson workshops.

Sydney. That same year she landed her first
major acting role as Tracy Russell in the

House, Coburn received the biggest commission

popular TV sitcom Hey Dad…! She became

of his career—the house curtains for the two

a household name two years later when she

main theatres. ‘The Curtain of the Sun’

joined the popular drama series Home and

(24m x 9m) was designed for the opera theatre

Away as Rebecca Fisher.

and ‘The Curtain of the Moon’ (21m x 6m)

In early 1998, at the age of 23, Emmett

for the drama theatre. According to critic

was diagnosed with breast cancer. She took

John McDonald, these were his masterpieces:

time off from Home and Away to undergo

‘A red backdrop for day, a blue one for night:

chemotherapy treatments and after 12 months

dual platforms for a dance of cut-out shapes

she was deemed to be in remission.

in beautifully-modulated colours’. They were
woven in the Aubusson studio.
To Coburn’s distress, the works for

In late 1999, Emmett met comedian
Rove McManus at the opening of Sydney’s
Fox Studios. They were married five years

which he was best known are rarely seen.

later. In 2000 she began working on the

International School in Geneva and the

He felt they were consistently demeaned by

drama series All Saints as Jodie Horner. One

University of NSW, from which he graduated

directors who asserted that they clashed

year later, however, she was diagnosed with

ON STAGE

Washington DC, where he had been
working in the hospitality industry while
hoping his acting career would take off.
He had worked in Melbourne theatre
and on Australian TV, including a small

In September 1994 Emmett was cast in

designer for the ABC. In 1969–72 he lived

With the building of the Sydney Opera

At a recent memorial ceremony, Hugh

W

Lowenstein became a full-time writer and
oral historian. In 1984 her filmmaker son,

who will be remembered for her courageous

Gibbs also held positions on most of

In 1969, she spent a year travelling

Publicity, based in Kirribilli. She was the

nurtured some of Australia’s best theatrical

of early detection of breast cancer.

studies in teaching and librarianship.
throughout Australia recording folklore and

was its inaugural principal and was
Under Gibbs’ leadership, WAAPA

Lowenstein completed an arts degree at
the University of Melbourne, with graduate

StageWise, which became Judith Johnson

Belinda Emmett was a much-loved actress

educated at The Armidale School, the
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Patinkin and Debbie Reynolds tours.
W

1941–18.8.2006

Martello Towers (1976), Makassar Reef (1978),

Artists Ltd—and formed an alliance with

She was farewelled at a funeral held at

The only production on which he worked

as a war reporter. Apart from a brief return

Bevan became a theatrical agent—Talent

Emmett was also an accomplished

Richard, used interviews from Weevils in the
Flour in the making of Strikebound, his film
about the 1937 miners’ strike at Korumburra.
Over a period of 40 years Lowenstein
wrote articles for journals and newspapers,
conducted workshops, was writer-in-residence
for at least two tertiary institutions and was
guest speaker at numerous literary events.
Albert Hunt’s adaptation of Weevils in the
Flour was presented at La Mama 1987, and
Lowenstein directed and designed Danube
by Maria Irene Fornes there in 1994.
W

Gwen Meredith OBE MBE
18.11.1907–4.10.2006

role in Stingers.

Gwen Meredith, the writer of the ABC radio

Judith Johnson
1937–2.10.2006
Highly respected Sydney theatre publicist
Judith Johnson has died suddenly of a
vascular condition.
One of Australia’s most experienced

W

Born in Orange, NSW, Meredith

Wendy Lowenstein
25.6.1927–16.10.2006
Melbourne-born Katharin Wendy (Robertson)
Lowenstein was 16 when she joined her

musical theatre and drama publicists,

brother and sister in Melbourne’s New

Johnson had worked with entertainers such

Theatre and the Eureka Youth League

as Lauren Bacall, Peter Ustinov, Rex

where she discovered radical writings,

Harrison and Whoopi Goldberg.

theatre, art and politics.

Her friend, producer John Frost, said,

She worked briefly as an editor for the

‘She was one of the last of the old-school

Eureka Youth League magazine Youth Voice

publicist that knew about the history of a

then as a journalist with Radio Times before

show, the history of an individual, and lived

marrying Werner Lowenstein in 1947.

and breathed her job.’
Johnson had been working with Frost on
Summer 2007

serial Blue Hills, has died at the age of 98.

Influenced by the largely left wing
revival of folk culture overseas she

completed her secondary education at
Sydney Girls’ High School and her tertiary
education at the University of Sydney,
where she graduated with a Batchelor of
Arts. From 1932 until 1939 Meredith owned
a library, the Chelsea Book Club, in Market
Street, Sydney. The associated Chelsea Drama
Club gave Meredith an opportunity to
develop as a playwright.
Her first notable play, the comedy Wives
Have Their Uses, was produced successfully
around Australia, and was published in
1944. Others were Murders are Messy, Ask No
Questions, Shout at the Thunder and These
Page 45

Luggers (1937), Tall Timbers (1938), Dad and

Broadway as the Witch in New York City

Sister. She won the prestigious Macquarie

W

Dave Come to Town (1939) and Come Up

Opera’s Hansel and Gretel (1953) and in her

Award in 1947. From 1951 to 1957 Scott

Smiling (1940). She also appeared on stage

own Anna Russell’s Little Show (1955) and All

worked on radio, TV and stage in London,

Ronnie Stevens

here, most notably in Charley’s Aunt at the

By Myself (1960). Her company, Grow

including a featured role in An Evening with

to a contract in 1943 to write radio plays,

Minerva in 1940, with Charles Norman and

Productions, presented Lady Audley’s Secret

Beatrice Lillie at the Globe Theatre.

serials and documentaries for the ABC. For

Pat Henry. She went to Hollywood in 1941.

at the 1964 New York World’s Fair. Her

Positions Vacant; the latter three were
produced at the Independent.

*

Her success writing scripts for the
commercial radio comedy The Everbodys led

the next 33 years she wrote radio serials

Shortening her name to Ann Richards,

Back in Australia she appeared opposite

recitals continued into the 1980s with tours

Ray Milland in Hostile Witness at the

including The Lawsons (for five years) and

MGM featured her in a dramatic short

of North America, Britain, South Africa,

Princess (1968) and opposite Alfred Marks

then, most famously, every episode of Blue

called The Woman in the House, about an

Malaysia, Hong Kong and Australia

in Spring and Port Wine (1968) for Williamson’s

Hills, which ran for 5795 episodes over 27
years. She also wrote a long-running children’s
radio serial, Mystery Ships, and another stage
play, Cornerstone, which was produced at the
Independent in 1956. A stage version of The
Lawsons toured in 1950.
Her publications include Great Inheritance
(1946), The Lawsons (1948), Blue Hills (1950),
Beyond Blue Hills (1953), Inns and Outs (with
her husband, Ainsworth Harrison, 1955)
and Into the Sun.
In 1967 Meredith was appointed a
Member of the Order of the British Empire
for her services to radio and in 1977 an
Officer of the Order of the British Empire
for her services to the Arts.
W

Englishwoman who becomes a recluse, ageing

Australian actress Shirley Ann Richards

(1968). Scott’s many TV credits include in
Skippy, Bellbird, The Young Doctors, Glenview

death. Her local stage credits include All By

High, Richmond Hill and as the snooty

starring in an Actors’ Company production

Myself (Phillip Theatre, 1967), Breath of

socialite Claire Houghton, Abigail’s mother,

of Noël Coward’s Tonight at 8:30 at a small

Spring (Independent, 1969), An Hilarious

in Number 96.

theatre in La Jolla, California. Two years

Evening (with Colin Croft), (Independent,

later she married Edmond Angelo, who

1971), Madame Armfeldt in A Little Night

produced and directed her last major movie,

Music (Sydney and Melbourne, 1973), Harvey

Breakdown (1952).

(Marian Street, 1974) and a stint with the

40 years. It launched her Hollywood career.
In 1947 Richards returned to the stage,

Richards wrote a volume of poems, The

touring The Clown Who Lost His Circus

Grieving Senses (1971), and a verse play,

(1975). On television she had roles in Rush

Helen of Troy, which she and her husband

and Matlock Police.

occasionally presented at college campuses.

W

17.2.1931–17.10.2006
in Melbourne.
First known by her maiden name of

In 1984 she appeared in a documentary
about women in the Australian film industry,

autobiography, I’m Not Making This Up, You

Lenore Miller, she started her long career

Don’t Call Me Girlie. She worked occasionally

Know, was published in 1985.

as what she called a ‘kid yodeller’. In the

on television and, until recently, continued
to give readings of poetry, mainly for schools.
W

1940s and ’50s she was billed as ‘Queensland’s
W

Yodelling Jillaroo’. During the war she worked

Thelma Scott

with country singer Buddy Williams, to
whom she was related by marriage, and she
recorded with him on 78s.

1913–24.11.2006

Anna Russell

Veteran actress Thelma Scott has died in

27.12.1911–18.10.2006

Sydney at the age of 93.

Lenore trained for opera, but after her
marriage she made her name as a folk singer.

Born in Melbourne, she was 18 when

has died at the age of 81. His 50-year
career encompassed stage, film and TV.
Ronald George Stevens was born in
Peckham, London. After war service he
went to RADA then made his stage début
in revue in 1948. He was soon a regular in
Peter Myers revues, making his West End
début at the Hippodrome in 1953 in High
Spirits. By 1961 he had star billing in
Saville Theatre.
In 1966 Stevens spent some time in

With her good looks and her guitar, she was

made a vivid impression in several Hollywood

Anna Russell was the prima donna of operatic

films of the 1940s, but the movie that should

parody. She claimed to have begun her career

she made her stage début—for Gregan

a popular choice with TV producers, making

have made her a star, King Vidor’s An

as ‘leading soprano of the Ellis Island Opera

McMahon in his production of The Play’s the

many appearances on shows like In Melbourne

American Romance, was a major flop, and she

Company’, and to have learnt the French

Thing at the Comedy. She often shared the

Tonight. She also worked frequently with the

lost a second chance of stardom when a

horn from an article in Encyclopædia Britannica.

stage with her contemporary, Coral

Horrie Dargie Quintet.

bigger star suddenly became available.

Born Anna Claudia Russell-Brown in

out of fashion and, back in Britain, Stevens
turned to the classical stage. In the 1970s
and 1980s he was a leading member of the
Prospect Theatre Company, playing the
Fool in King Lear and Sir Nathaniel in Love’s
Labour’s Lost on a 1972 tour of Australia. At

was her delicate portrayal of Blanche DuBois
in A Streetcar Named Desire at the Sydney
Opera House Playhouse in 2000.
Carol was also featured in the film
Looking for Alibrandi and in TV series
including Family and Friends and Crackers.

Stevens was a founder member, with
Ian McKellen, of the Actors’ Company. On
television he appeared in numerous drama
and comedy series, including The Goodies,
Yes, Prime Minister, Goodnight Sweetheart,
Rumpole of the Bailey and Hetty Wainthropp
Investigates. His many films include I’m All

stage and screen and was featured in his

enigmatic Dilly in the enormously popular

nose and cheekbone, leaving her with a

films Harmony Row and A Ticket in Tatts. She

frequently in cameo roles in TV dramas

melodrama Love Letters. Soft-spoken and

‘tinny’ timbre in her middle register. She

also was also heard in early radio drama as

such as Matlock Police, Bluey, Young Ramsay

sincere, she was at her best when conveying

studied at the Royal College of Music and

a member of the Lee Murray Players.

and Homicide.

depths of wisdom, with a suggestion of

spent several unrewarding years as a soprano

Through the 1930s Scott was cast in

passion stoically controlled.

on the concert circuit. She realised the comic

several JCW plays, including the thriller Ten

losing her husband three years ago she was

Carol Willesee

possibilities inherent in opera after tripping

Minute Alibi, in which she had the sole

persuaded by her family to return to singing.

1947–12.2006

Zealander parents, Shirley Ann Richards

over on stage during a performance of

female role. In 1938 she was featured in the

was a gifted amateur when she was

Cavalleria Rusticana bringing down the set—

Ernest C. Rolls production So This is

in concrete when her handprints were added

presenter Mike Willesee, has died in Sydney

recruited by Cinesound, where Frank

and the house.

Hollywood at the Apollo.

to the Australian Country Music Association’s

of the rare Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

In January 2006 Lenore was immortalised

Hands of Fame cornerstone at Tamworth.
At the ceremony she met Australian Idol

of Goodbye, Mr. Chips, and the remake of
The Parent Trap.
Stevens died in Denville Hall, the actors’
retirement home in Northwood, Middlesex.
W

Actress Carol Willesee, former wife of TV

Born Carol Brent, she grew up in
Manchester, England, and came to Australia

dramatic training. She made her screen

relatives in Toronto, where she developed

became a favourite in radio dramas and

début in 1937 in a leading role in It Isn’t

her unique stand-up comedy act. Soon she

serials—she was in the very first Lux Radio

star Shannon Noll and asked for two autographs

at age 23. She worked as a model until she

Done. Signed to a two-year contract, she

was touring the US, making her Carnegie

Theatre and was cast in everything from

for her grandchildren. He obliged with the

met Willesee. They married in 1976, and

Coronets of England to the ‘soap opera’ Big

inscription: ‘Your Grandma rocks!’.

had three children.
In 1984 Carol was involved in the

Summer 2007

Gannon AO, William Harrison,
Richard Morgan, Rosina Raisbeck MBE and
Laurie Smith. Exeunts will be included in
the next edition of On Stage.

Andrew McCredie AM died on 7 June 2006.
Compiled with assistance from Brian
Castles-Onion, Ron Folkard, Robert Foster,
Kurt Gänzl, Graeme Haigh, Lorna Lander,
Geoff Orr, Peter Pinne, Barrie Steward and
Barry Strickland.

n

Flying Machines, the Peter O’Toole version

hit her with a hockey stick and broke her

Lenore ‘retired’ around 1985, but after

We also note the recent passing of Ben

Right Jack, Those Magnificent Men in Their

she had a good singing voice until someone

In the 1960s and ’70s she was seen

W

died on 24 June 2006, and Professor

but her most memorable role was the

ON STAGE

her most demanding and best remembered

compendium of theatrical vignettes.

made several successful LPs.
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was in Carol Jones’ Humble Boy in 2004, but

in On Stage, Spring 2006: Bill Goodwin

worked frequently for Francis W. Thring on

Hall début in 1947 and later appearing on

of roles with the Ensemble. Her most recent

an ‘entertainment’, The World’s a Stage, a

The Searching Wind and Sorry, Wrong Number,

went on to star for Cinesound in Lovers and

After graduating she played a wide range

We apologise for two errors in the Exeunts

Country and Western Hour from Adelaide and

Scott moved to Sydney, where she

and Away.

with Timothy West and Prunella Scales in

(1932) and Children in Uniform (1934). She

When war broke out, Russell lived with

engagement—Pippa, in the pilot of Home

Corrections:

London to an upper middle-class family,

Harvey and George Parker gave her solid

but virtually walked away from her first

the Princess in Melbourne he also appeared

She was a regular on Reg Lindsay’s

Born in Sydney to American and New

Ensemble Studios’ three-year acting course,

Bramston Show. By then, revue had fallen

Browne, most notably in Take Two from One

Richards is remembered for her work in

in North Sydney. She completed the

Australia as the star of TV’s The Mavis

Lenore Somerset
Versatile vocalist Lenore Somerset has died

Several of her classic albums have

Prolific British comedy actor Ronnie Stevens

Myers’ The Lord Chamberlain Regrets at the

recently been re-released on CD. Her

Shirley Ann Richards
13.12.1917–24.8.2006

After her first visit to Australia, for the
ABC, she lived here intermittently until her

2.9.1925–11.11.2006

efforts to resurrect the Independent Theatre
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Victoria
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Credit lists for the bonus CD enclosed with this issue of On Stage for members of
Victoria Theatres Trust and the John Truscott Foundation.

Miss Hook of Holland
Music and lyrics by Paul Rubens: first produced 1907

Cast: Walter Pym (narrator), Marie Bremner (Sally Hook),
John Willard (Van Vuyt and Captain Adrian Paap),
Jack Lumsdaine (Ludwig Schnapps), Queenie Ashton (Mina)
with Harry Grunden and the Big Four
and Albert Fisher and his Orchestra.
Presentation: Carl Louer
Produced by E. Mason Wood
Recorded 15 June 1946
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